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Abstract

Educators in a rural charter middle school in the United States were challenged with the reliable assessment of student thinking skills even though the development of higher order thinking was an espoused goal for the school. The purpose of this study was to validate a new rubric based on Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy (BRT) to reliably assess student levels of thinking as reflected in the students’ written work. A quantitative, nonexperimental design was used. The focus of the research questions was on the BRT rubric’s reliability and validity. Interrater reliability was assessed using Krippendorff’s alpha. Validity was explored by assessing the relationship between the BRT scores collected in this study to the original teacher scores of students’ archived writing samples. Reliable, unrelated scores would have suggested that the two processes were scoring different constructs. The convenience sample of 8 volunteer teachers scored papers using the new BRT rubric. Each teacher scored 52 writing samples, 2 each from 26 students in the 7th grade. The Spearman correlation coefficient between the BRT and original teachers’ scores was not statistically significant. The teachers’ original scores could not validate the BRT as a measuring tool. Also BRT measure failed to demonstrate evidence of reliability (Krippendorff’s $\alpha = .05$). A position paper was created to present the results of this study and to explore possibilities for improving the assessment of thinking. Positive social change may be encouraged by the use of a reliable and valid scoring process to quantify levels of thinking. A reliable scoring process for levels of thinking could lead to more balanced curricula, instruction, and assessment ultimately providing a base for customized student learning experiences.
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Section 1: The Problem

The Local Problem

According to educational experts, students in the United States are ill-prepared to face uncertainty and develop solutions for 21st century challenges, many of which are still unidentified. In order to be prepared, students must learn higher-order thinking skills (HOTS; Heick, 2016). There are some assessments for HOTS, but they are unwieldy, and the scoring is subjective (Silvia et al., 2008). The problem for this study is that for HOTS there is no assessment tool that can be used regularly, efficiently, and reliably (Brookhart & Chen, 2015). In response to this need, I investigated the discriminant validity and interrater reliability of Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy (BRT; Wilson, 2013), a quantitative categorical scoring taxonomy, as an assessment rubric for HOTS.

BRT is currently a widely accepted taxonomy for evaluating the existence of a continuum of lower order thinking skills (LOTS; Yassin, Tek, Alimon, Baharom, & Ying, 2010). Although some researchers (Hess, Jones, Carlock, & Walkup, 2009; Thompson, Luxton-Reilly, Whalley, Hu, & Robbins, 2008; Yassin, Tek, Alimon, Baharom, & Ying, 2010) have used BRT for measuring LOTS as a rubric, they have not evaluated the validity and reliability of using BRT as a rubric to guide assessment, according to my review of the literature. My purpose, therefore, was to evaluate the validity and reliability of using BRT as a rubric based on my review of literature in the field supporting the need for continued evaluation of the assessment of thinking capacity as evidenced in recent literature (Lo, Larsen, & Yee, 2016; Pecka, Schmid, & Pozehl, 2014). Anticipated implications for positive social change include improving teachers’
abilities to assess and teach HOTS, thereby helping to close the achievement gap between the U.S. education system and its global competitors (Wiliam, 2011).

Assessment is a global problem with local implications. Currently, the United States lags in comparison with other nations in achievement on international assessment charts (Comparative & International Education Society, 2014). More concerning than the low scores on standardized tests is that current standardized tests measure rote knowledge and content awareness and do not address assessment of HOTS and other 21st century capabilities, according to Koehler, Mishra, Kereluik, Shin, and Graham (2014). This project study is a call to action for the development of an alternative assessment to the widely used standardized assessment tools that currently prevail (Benjamin et al., 2012). Using BRT as an assessment taxonomy could extend educational focus from increasing student content knowledge to developing student thinking skills along a continuum from LOTS to HOTS, which would improve the education of HOTS.

At the local level, middle-grade teachers at the western U.S. charter school struggle with the lack of a rubric to assess students’ ability to think at a range of levels. The problem is that teachers do not have a reliable tool for assessing student writing for evidence of HOTs. The school is dedicated to teaching HOTS but lacks an assessment tool to evaluate the acquisition of these skills. In addition, educators at the school use assessment software that collects a sizable amount of written student products, but they lack a means to evaluate student thinking demonstrated in each assignment.

Using the BRT as a rubric to evaluate HOTS could be a viable solution to fill this local gap in practice of inefficient and unreliable assessment of students thinking as
produced in writing. The BRT rubric may thus provide a consistent school-wide criterion against which to evaluate student thinking. Ultimately, the BRT rubric could be useful to track cognitive growth across time. It is important to note that this project study is constrained to evaluating the validity and interrater reliability of BRT as a thinking assessment rubric at the middle school level.

The gap in practice at the local level was the lack of adequate assessment of student thinking. The charter school promotes instructional practices that foster HOTS without any evidence of success. The existing formative and summative assessments only aim to capture low-level knowledge recall, even though HOTS are a focus of the charter school. The intention to teach HOTS is evident, but work remains to integrate the assessment of the HOTS.

The primary assessment of low-level thinking was built into the instructional plan, even though the curriculum largely supports assisted learning environments instead of content lecturing. Additionally, according to the administrators at the school the charter’s curricula generally lack accountability through formative assessment data. The charter school could have focused on gathering data throughout learning experiences to impact ongoing instructional design and implementation. However, the assessment plans only focus on the lower levels of student thinking; they neither account for the assessment of higher-order thinking nor the assessment of any range of student thinking. Different forms of assessment, such as the BRT rubric, may hold promise for improving teacher behaviors based on more accurate feedback about where students are in their development of HOTS. In summary, the learning environment was partially consistent
with best practices for reforming classrooms, but the assessments only documented LOTS, even though the intention was to teach HOTS.

Some of the impetus for this study derived from my experiences at a similar charter school. In the past, as part of my job responsibilities I once observed an educator in this charter school teach a lesson by focusing on higher-order thinking and prompting higher-level student discussions and analysis. For example, the teacher prompted students using a questioning technique in which she would provide students with a statement and then ask them to generate as many questions as possible. In responding to these questions, students would provide complex open-ended responses versus yes or no answers (see Rothstein & Santana, 2011).

The assessment planned by that teacher to document learning during the lesson was an interactive notebook, which is a collection of notes with content guided by a facilitator wherein students are supposed to create evidence of scaffolded learning by recording the exploration of thought, creation of connections, and active learning (Carter, Hernandez, & Richison, 2009). Based on the teacher and student discussion at the end of the lesson it was evident that the completed interactive notebooks included largely low-level content answers instead of the HOTS displayed in the classroom dialogue. Additionally, this notebook could only be scored for content because there was no tool for scoring students for different levels of thinking. The BRT rubric investigated in this study may be an effective tool for tracking the use and development of the different levels of HOTS.
Traditional content assessments are practical and logical, while the evaluation of HOTS using written assignments and open-response assessment items represents a new development of assessment (Holt, Young, Keetch, Larsen, & Mollner, 2015). The need for balancing content and thinking aspects of assessment instruments has been a topic of conversation at this charter school. Additionally, in the past, as part of my job responsibilities, I observed a dialogue amongst staff during the end-of-the-year review of normed testing data. For example, the staff repeatedly complained that the results from the interim data analysis of end-of-year review of normed testing data were superficial and did not connect to any forms of learning beyond general recall of content or summarization skills. Moreover, these colleagues observed that the components of the testing instruments provided only snapshots of a student’s ability to read and select from multiple-choice answers.

My colleagues were dismayed that there was no assessment based on performance to measure levels of thinking. In all, the staff voiced the desire for an assessment of thinking that they could use to view students’ varied levels of thinking. The lack of this type of assessment stems largely from the subjective nature and sizable amount of time involved in using current methods to reliably measure student thinking (Yan & Cheng, 2015). It would be beneficial, according to my colleagues, to use a more objective measure that could be used on a larger data set, such as the BRT could potentially be used.

The first instrument employed by the district was the Standardized Test for the Assessment of Reading, an assessment that yields normed, archival data (Renaissance,
2019). The second instrument is the Colorado Measures of Academic Success, which yields descriptive information about school performance in reading, writing, math, and science (Colorado Department of Education, 2018). Colorado Measures of Academic Success yields broad data related to reading, writing, math, and science (Colorado Department of Education, 2018). Meanwhile the Standardized Test for the Assessment of Reading yields student-level, with subdata broken down into specific deficiencies and strengths (Renaissance, 2019). A third standardized test that the school prepares its students for is the Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for Career and College (PARCC; Pearson, 2010) assessments in the areas of English language arts and mathematics. PARCC is a national standardized assessment correlated to the Common Core State Standards but is still in its infancy and therefore uncorrelated to existing standardized measures (Pearson, 2010). Neither PARCC nor the Standardized Test captures the demonstration of students’ thinking as proposed in this study. Identification and tracking of the development of students’ ability to think is something that is important to the teachers and administrators in this district, according to the school’s headmaster, and a BRT rubric to assess LOTS and HOTS may contribute to solving this problem.

The absence of assessments that measure student thinking is the problem. On a large scale, assessment design does not indicate 21st-century learning goals that include thinking skills (Lamb, Marie, & Doecke, 2017). Students must demonstrate competencies in critical thinking, problem solving, collaboration, and autonomous independent transfer of knowledge to exercise higher order thinking (Wagner, 2014). Assessment data focused
on thinking and learning must regularly be collected, must inform instruction, and must
be pulled from a pool of success criteria universal to the learning community (Brookhart
& Chen, 2015; Moss & Brookhart, 2009). These success criteria may possibly be
encompassed in the BRT rubric. Many scholars have discussed the need for better
assessments; a recurring theme of research is the amount of time required to score and the
subjectivity involved with scoring (Beck, 2006; Goldring et al., 2015). A BRT-based
rubric may be quicker and more objective than the rubrics previously developed for a
variety of assessments that do not assess levels of student thinking.

In response to the deficits businesses and colleges have identified, educators have
begun the assessment of thinking on state standardized assessments. Such standardized
assessment tools include PARCC and Smarter Balanced Assessments (SBA) in the form
of Performance-Based Assessment components (Benjamin et al., 2012; Herman, Linn, &
Moss, 2013). Considering that large-scale testing corporations have begun to focus on
this area of need, the use of BRT as a rubric for the reliable assessment of thinking at the
k-12 level is consistent with the direction of the field.

The subjectivity inherent in assessment of written work manifests through
practice in many ways. Hess et al. (2009) noted the discrepancies in teacher scoring when
teachers fall into old habits of scoring on academic enablers such as student past
behaviors or achievements related to student work habits. For example, if a teacher scores
an essay and the rubric is vague the teacher is likely to factor in historical subjective
observations and associations from interactions with the student in the past (Brookhart &
Chen, 2015). Additionally, a student’s actual academic competence and habits may factor
into what a teacher identifies or focuses on if, for example, the student is frequently late in turning in work (Hess et. al., 2009). When scoring student writing the attitude of the teacher may be less open to possibilities of the higher range of LOTS to HOTS in each student’s writing based on preexisting bias from interactions with students with poor academic habits.

Although a good deal of research is available related to classroom assessment, there is a gap in research around the documentation of student LOTS and HOTS (Wiggins & McTighe, 1998). McMillan (2013) identified the need to develop principles of assessment that document student learning, addressing specifically the necessity for a supporting body of research on classroom assessment. Furthermore, Brookhart (2013) discussed the need for developing evidence of in-depth descriptions of how teachers summarize and document learning and how learning progresses. Focusing on the 21st century, with the transformation in the contexts for assessment, Aagaard and Lund (2013) identified the lack of experience by educators in how to assess collaborative and interactively constructed learning (p. 223). There are projects to track groups of students’ learning in addition to individuals. For example, Confrey and Maloney (2015) discussed the design of software to trace individual as well as collective learning trajectories. The collective learning environments must first be designed so that there are HOTS to track. One goal for this study, therefore, was to lay the foundation for tracking both group and individual HOTs by validating the BRT rubric for level of thinking.

There is a difference between design of learning questions and the assessment of the thinking generated from those questions. Although there are structures in place, such
as BRT, to guide the design of learning opportunities and questions that address higher order thinking, there is a breakdown in the assessment of the responses to the questions focused on higher order thinking (Vista, Care, & Griffin, 2015). In the design of evaluation tools to use in a formative or summative fashion, indicators must be identified for ideal student outcomes for specific tasks within a given discipline (Vandal, 2012). For example, Atherton (2013) discussed the phases of learning using a Structure of Observed Learning Outcomes taxonomy, in which indicators are checked off as the students’ learning progresses through Piagetian developmental phases beginning with the prestructural through the extended abstract level in which students transfer from simple to complex applications. Following a developmental trajectory of learning from the LOTS to the HOTS is one long-term aim of the BRT rubric developed for use in this study. I sought to do the preliminary work of determining if the BRT can be used as a rubric in a valid and reliable manner when the same 52 pieces of student written work are rated by approximately 10 teacher participants.

**Rationale**

Some researchers (Hess et al., 2009; Thompson et al., 2008; Yassin et al., 2010) have already used BRT as a rubric; that is, they have used BRT to categorize student thinking as part of an assessment. A BRT assessment rubric could fill a gap in the local assessment system because there is no assessment of student thinking levels. Educators are not currently implementing a tool to score student thinking. The local learning community could benefit from the use of the BRT as a rubric, should it be found valid
and reliable. The rationale for this study is that rubrics must be shown to be valid and reliable before they are used to guide instructional practice (Brookhart & Chen, 2015).

This project study could contribute positively to the local setting and potentially far beyond because the teaching and assessment of HOTS are considered essential 21st century skills (Afandi, Sajidan, Muhammad, & Nunuk, 2018). HOTS are also time consuming to evaluate and require extensive amounts of student written work to track the development of student skills—for example, the large and growing stockpile of student written work in the school’s new digital portfolio. In this study, I focused on evaluating the discriminant validity of BRT as a rubric by comparing previously assigned scores with the BRT rubric ratings. The primary purpose of this study was to ascertain whether teachers can score student writing with the BRT rubric demonstrating evidence of interrater reliability. I wanted to inform educators of the validity and reliability of using the BRT rubric to categorize student thinking on a continuum from low to high when evaluating written work.

**Definition of Terms**

*21st century skills*: The Partnership for 21st Century Skills Framework for 21st Century Learning identified four categories including (a) core subjects and 21st century themes, (b) learning and innovation, (c) information and media, and (d) technology skills and life and career skills (Voogt & Roblin, 2012).

*Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy (BRT)*: The original Bloom’s Taxonomy consisted of a hierarchy of six cognitive processes: knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation ((Anderson, Krathwohl, & Bloom, 2001). There is support in
the field for an adjustment of this hierarchy and the revision of the original highest
category from synthesizing to creating (Amer, 2006; Radmehr & Drake, 2017; Wilson,
2013).

*Digital portfolio:* A web-based tool that allows students to develop, design, and
manage project-based learning. This digital portfolio includes curriculum, planning tools,
blogging, and a personal portfolio space for each student. Using a digital portfolio allows
teachers to glean their students’ creative processes, which allows them to coach students
in a more personal way, according to the CEO of a portfolio software startup (2016).

*Divergent thinking:* The breakdown of a topic into varied components to stimulate
creative thinking (Baer, 2014).

*Formative assessment:* Although many definitions of formative assessment exist,
in this study formative assessment was the process of gathering the strongest possible
evidence to document student learning to inform both students and educators to impact
future instruction (Fisher & Frey, 2007; Wiliam, 2011).

*Higher order thinking skills (HOTS):* The higher degrees of thinking according to
a cognitive taxonomy, as defined by Brookhart (2010). In a general sense, HOTS can be
evaluated based on three different applications: transfer, critical thinking, and problem
solving. Specific to Bloom’s taxonomy, the three HOTS in the Amer (2006) revision are
analyzing, evaluating, and creating.

*Lower order thinking skills (LOTS):* In Amer’s (2006) revision of Bloom’s
taxonomy the three lower order thinking skills are remembering, understanding, and
applying. These are skills that current assessments capture but do not explicitly label as different levels of student thinking.

*Problem-based learning:* Student-centered learning opportunities in which students focus on an open-ended question or problem to which they propose a solution after following actual applications of content, skills, and the development of 21st-century skills (Vasan, Venkatachary, & Freebody, 2006).

*Productive thinking:* Mental activity that occurs when one combines knowledge with critical or creative thinking (Hurson, 2008).

*Reliability:* The degree to which an assessment tool produces stable and consistent results (Phelan & Wren, 2006).

*Thinking:* “Any mental activity that helps to formulate or solve a problem, make a decision, or fulfill a desire to understand. Thinking occurs when one is searching for answers, and reaching meaning” (Ngang, Nair, & Prachak, 2014, p.3760).

*Validity:* How well a test measures what it is intended to measure (Phelan & Wren, 2006).

**Significance of the Study**

If the teachers in this study can reliably and validly use the already existing and widely accepted BRT for the new purpose of a rubric with which teachers can score levels of student thinking in written work, then the school will have gained a new tool. For future use of the tool, educators should be trained to determine if a written answer falls in the BRT categories of remembering through evaluate. This simple step of using the BRT as a rubric to rate individual pieces of student work could potentially be
extended to other steps such as informing teachers about the need for remediation or being able to track developing student thinking across time. For example, a teacher could also determine if the student answers to a prompt the teacher wrote at the evaluate level were answered at the evaluation level of thinking; if not then teachers would know that student needed additional help with evaluation level HOTS. Teachers could also eventually use the BRT rubric across assignments in a unit to look for trends in student thinking levels. Indeed, because the BRT rubric is not content or grade specific, teachers could track the development of student thinking across the middle school education process.

The ability to track student thinking levels could help teachers design instruction that produces genuine learning. That is, scores at the higher levels such as evaluating and creating on the BRT scale denote that students are utilizing HOTS that are considered genuine. Indeed, using this BRT rubric for scoring student thinking-level progress means that educators would be able to document genuine learning. This genuine level of learning provides evidence of the capacity of a student to transfer learning to future real-life challenges. Additionally, with the BRT rubric educators could have more objective evidence to determine which instructional strategies they implemented had prompted the largest growth from LOTS to HOTS. In kind, they will also know which units need restructuring to promote genuine or HOTS learning. Each step along each student’s individual learning path requires the consistent documentation and assessment of student thinking (Haynes, Lisic, Goltz, Stein, & Harris, 2016). If evaluated using the consistent, valid criteria of BRT, then educators can track student demonstrations of success along
the learning path from the BRT level remembering towards the highest BRT level of creating.

To systematically capture, store, and assess student work across time, new means of collecting and organizing student work is necessary. The charter school is an innovation partner with a pilot site for its digital portfolio program. This study is significant to the digital portfolio pilot site because the study is assessing writing samples produced within their system following their process for action-based learning. Furthermore, this partnership means that the school will receive full access to the latest product features. The school receives monthly site visits focused on customizing the product for students and teachers. It also means that the personnel of the digital portfolio wish to learn the findings of this project study and could potentially integrate BRT criteria into their software. If the short-term goal of showing evidence of discriminant validity and inter-rater reliability using BRT for scoring student work in the digital portfolio software were achieved, then there may be more software development that would allow additional educators to use BRT embedded within the software.

The long-term goal is to provide a window into the students’ thinking processes, which will allow the teacher to coach students in a more individualized way. Opportunities are woven throughout this digital portfolio in which students apply what they have learned and work through the steps of solving problems. This learning process is a bi-functional process including both doing and thinking which capitalizes on students’ level of cognitive readiness (Hung, 2006). Many business leaders say that the job of the future will be projects (CEO, personal communication, May 15, 2015). The
ability to design, manage, evaluate and collaborate on projects will be the key to success in almost any field. Increasingly, colleges are also reflecting this shift and accepting student portfolios in their application process.

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology has stated that the reason they are accepting portfolio-based applications is that they want to see how students respond in unstructured settings (Jaschik, 2015). By offering this increased support for project-based learning, this public charter middle school is on the leading edge of what many see as the future of education. If project-based learning can be evaluated using the BRT rubric, then the colleges will have even better information regarding the thinking levels of each applicant. Overall, it is important for assessment purposes that a student can demonstrate what and how they have learned and that they are capable of essential skills such as critical thinking, collaboration, flexibility, motivation, effective communication, assessing the relevancy of information, and curiosity and imagination (Wagner, 2014).

The first step on this assessment journey was validly and reliably categorizing student-thinking levels using a BRT rubric on written work from project-based learning.

Research Questions and Hypotheses

I used a quantitative research design. The focus of the first research question was on the correlation between archived teacher grades for each piece of writing and the BRT scores for each piece of writing. The first research question pertains to discriminant validity—that is, do the BRT and teacher grades measure different things? The discriminant validity analysis was determined with a $t$ test to assess whether there was a correlation between the teacher grades for each writing sample and the mean ratings
assigned by raters using the BRT. I expected that there would not be a correlation thus indicating that the teacher grades and the BRT ratings were distinct constructs. The focus of the second and third research questions was on examining reliability through two separate uses of the Krippendorff estimate. The second research question pertains to the Krippendorff estimate for the sample population. The third research question provided an estimate for the entire true population that the sample was taken from, and as such is an inferential statistic. The research questions and hypotheses were as follows:

RQ 1: What was the relationship between teacher grades for each writing sample and the BRT-based LOTS-HOTS ratings for each writing sample?

\[ H_0^1 \text{ There was no relationship between the classroom grades and BRT ratings assigned to each writing sample} \]

\[ H_1^1 \text{ There was a relationship between the classroom grades and BRT ratings assigned to each writing sample.} \]

RQ2. Was there a moderate (> .7) or better interrater reliability Krippendorff estimates demonstrated by middle school teachers’ ratings using BRT for scoring multiple writing samples of student demonstrations of thinking?

\[ H_0^2 \text{ There was not a moderate (> .7) or better interrater reliability Krippendorff estimates demonstrated by middle school teachers’ ratings using BRT for scoring multiple writing samples of student demonstrations of thinking.} \]

\[ H_1^2 \text{ There was a moderate (> .7) or better interrater reliability Krippendorff estimate demonstrated by middle school teachers’ ratings using BRT for scoring multiple samples of student demonstrations of thinking.} \]
RQ3. Was there a moderate (>.7) or better interrater reliability demonstrated by the true population Krippendorff alpha estimates between middle school teachers’ ratings using the BRT scoring rubric for multiple samples of student demonstrations of thinking?

\(H_03\): There was no moderate (>.7) or better interrater reliability demonstrated by the true population Krippendorff alpha estimates between middle school teachers’ ratings using the BRT scoring rubric for multiple samples of student demonstrations of thinking.

\(H_13\): There was a moderate (>.7) or better interrater reliability demonstrated by the true population Krippendorff alpha estimate between middle school teachers’ ratings using BRT scoring rubric for multiple samples of student demonstrations of thinking.

**Review of the Literature**

During this literature review, there were a series of topics that built upon one another. They are ordered from most basic to the next logical aspect of assessing thinking to consider. The first three headings of this review discuss the basic stepping stones of HOTS cognition including types of thinking, transfer, and motivation. The next section addresses the need for measuring both LOTS and HOTS in assessment and is titled: balanced educational objectives and tools for the 21st century. If assessments such as the BRT rubric do indeed identify the students’ level of thinking, then it is necessary that teaching develop student thinking as is discussed in the section learning environments for demonstrating thinking. The last two sections address assessment starting with the prospect of assessing thinking and learning and then focusing more narrowly on learning portfolios as authentic assessment.
During the literature review, I focused on the terms *assessment*, *thinking*, *learning*, *learning progression*, *digital portfolio*, *Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy*, and *writing*. Searches included the following indices and databases: ERIC, Sage, EBSCO, and ProQuest. To find additional research, I searched using terms associated with the *learning process*, and *assessment techniques*.

**Conceptual Framework: Bloom’s Taxonomy**

Among the constructivist learning theories, there are social constructivist theories and cognitive constructivist theories (Biggs, 1996). Constructivist learning is an active learning process through which learners scaffold and adapt what they know according to new information (Shepard, 2000). Within constructivist learning theory there are two main assessment frameworks; a) authentic assessments which focus on higher order thinking and knowledge integration, and b) developmental assessments which focus on diagnosing a student’s readiness in order to adjust instruction (Mokharti, Yellin, Bull, & Montgomery, 1996). This project study focuses on the first, authentic assessments. If the BRT rubric proves to be a valid and reliable for authentic assessments, teachers could then use it for developmental assessment purposes. Understanding the evolution and use of BRT is the foundation of this study.

BRT is based upon Benjamin Bloom’s taxonomy, originally designed by Bloom in 1956 along with a group of educational psychologists, classified educational objectives into six categories (Sultana, 2010). After more than forty years of instructional design based on Bloom’s original taxonomy, Anderson, Krathwohl, and Bloom (2001) revised the taxonomy to include the previously classified thinking skills as cognitive strategies in
verb form with create replacing evaluate at the top of the hierarchy. BRT is a widely-used
guide for the design of curriculum and evaluation of instructional opportunities within the
field (Forehand, 2010; Thompson & O’ Loughlin, 2015). This project study will examine
the use of BRT as a rubric of leveled categories for assessing thinking in students writing.
Specifically, teachers will rate thinking in student writing as fitting into one of the six
levels in Table 1: remembering, understanding, applying, analyzing, evaluating, and
creating.

Table 1

Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy Verbs Matched to Similar Verbs on the Higher Order
Thinking Skills to Lower Order Thinking Skills Continuum

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BRT verbs</th>
<th>Similar verbs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creating</td>
<td>Designing, constructing, planning, producing, inventing,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>inventing, devising, making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluating</td>
<td>Checking, hypothesizing, critiquing, experimenting, judging, testing, detecting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyzing</td>
<td>Comparing, organizing, deconstructing, attributing, outlining, finding, structuring, integrating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applying</td>
<td>Implementing, carrying out, using, executing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding</td>
<td>Interpreting, summarizing, inferring, paraphrasing, classifying, comparing, explaining, exemplifying</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Remembering  Recognizing, listing, describing, identifying, retrieving, naming, locating, finding

LOTS

Note. BRT = Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy; HOTS = higher order thinking skills; LOTS = lower order thinking skills. From “Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy (BRT) Verbs and Similar Verbs from Higher Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) down to Lower Order Thinking Skills (LOTS),” by Crockett Global Citizen Staff Global Citizenship. Copyright 2017 by Global Citizen. Adapted with permission.

While changes have occurred in the approach to teaching, there is still a gap in the practice of developing and implementing assessments which require students to demonstrate higher order cognitive progressions including the BRT categories of evaluation and creation of new knowledge, as well as metacognitive awareness of these thinking skills (Draper, 2015). Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy was developed to foster the development of assessments focused on varied cognitive demonstrations (Bezuidenhout & Alt, 2011; Rashid & Duys, 2015). Haolader, Avi and Foysol (2015) identify that this type of structured construction of knowledge occurs in the design phase of education. For example, BRT is used to design questions to ask students during small group discussions at a particular level such as the understanding level. Haolader et al., (2015) point out that BRT is rarely, if ever part of the design of assessment tools. This study seeks to use BRT explicitly for assessment as a rubric.

Indeed, most educators currently practicing in the field do not commonly assess BRT levels at any point. Instead, teachers’ assessments largely focus on summative assessment of content recall and organization (Huitt, 2011). Educators could emphasize that instead of task completion, that the ultimate goal is profound and genuine learning.
Instead of just a grade, we could have an evaluation of whether thinking and learning had taken place (Brookhart, 2013). Teachers could have a consistent focus on student thinking assessment with BRT rubrics; teachers could use BRT rubric data as a central tool for driving the next instructional steps for all students (Wiliam, 2011).

Educators strive to stimulate higher levels of thinking through learning opportunities, therefore the assessment of student progress is required for continued growth (Cunningham & Lachapelle, 2014). To teach for advancement in student thinking, we must be able to assess student thinking as they develop their ability to apply content effectively (Nkhoma, Lam, Richardson, Kam, & Lau, 2016). The field requires the development of a quantitative assessment of thinking to track this growth and evaluate student preparedness to tackle tasks that require higher-order thinking (Rembach & Dison, 2016). The BRT rubric might be that assessment tool.

**Types of Thinking**

Thinking is constructed in a context. Much like instructional strategies vary based on the students in a given classroom, the type of thinking one employs depends on the application of thought required (Hung, 2006). Different types of thinking are good for different types of tasks, they are neither good or bad in their own right. In the event that a task requires divergent thinking, the thinker would generate as many possible solutions or theories as one can regard a concept or topic (Gallavan & Kottler, 2012; Kaufman, Lee, Baer, & Lee, 2007). Hurson (2008) described productive thinking as a process through which one combines knowledge with critical or creative thinking. My analysis of
literature reveals a gap in practice on assessing students for the critical capacity of either divergent or productive thinking (Lam, 2017).

This gap is highlighted by the historical emphasis in curriculum and standardized assessments on convergent thinking tasks, or tasks in which thinkers are expected to apply content or knowledge to complete a finite or defined task. There is a lack of instruction in using converged ideas or content associations to create diverging solutions to proposed challenges (Kaufman et al., 2007). Recent attempts have been made to infiltrate standardized assessments with performance tasks which require varied levels of divergent thinking (Common Core State Standards Initiative, 2013). There appears to be a disconnect between the convergent thinking required on tests and the divergent thinking required for solving real-world problems.

Tests and real-world problems both have objectives. Governments and schools list objectives in standards, and then assess based upon those standards. While students are completing tasks in school, the idea is that they learn and develop an understanding of a concept or skill often tied to a standard or benchmark. However, a student may arrive at an answer being unsure of how they got to the answer, because subconscious connections were being made by their mind all the while they were working on a task (Runco, 2014). That is, we rarely can see a person’s thinking but rather simply a finished product that reflects the scaffolded thinking used to create the product (Sotiriadou & Hill, 2015). It may be useful to have assessments of varied levels and applications of thinking. Assessment tools for evaluation of applied thinking and transfer of knowledge would provide a gauge for educators, and be useful in the practice of prompting learning.
Runco (2014) demonstrated that it is through subconscious associations that learners shift their level of understanding, while thinking, from superficial representations (content knowledge) to complex representations and transfer. Once one has reached the more complex levels of thinking, genuine and lasting learning has occurred and independent transfer is possible in new and unknown situations (Dagostino, Carifio, Bauer, Zhao, & Hashim, 2015). In this same vein of learning Argyris and Schon (1974) identified single and double loop learning as components of their theory of action in which human beings are agents of change. Single loop learning identifies one’s decision to follow existing rules, while double loop learning (representative of middle levels of thinking in BRT) occurs when one adapts their thinking and generates ideas about the existing rules (Argyris & Schon, 1974). Triple loop learning takes thinking to the highest level of BRT (create) and occurs when one creates new rules based on what they have learned about a certain topic or situation (McNamara, 2006). This notion of transfer, of taking knowledge and applying it, is important because it is the ultimate assessment; do students use what they learn in situations outside of classrooms?

**Transfer**

Transfer occurs when prior learning influences future performance (Clark, 2011). Varied levels of transfer have been noted: near, far, and further transfer. The degree is based on the connection and similarities between the knowledge and the situation in which one is trying to perform a task that requires that knowledge (Kaiser, Kaminski, &
Foley, 2013). Brent (2011) asserted that after the transfer of knowledge has occurred, the new resulting knowledge has been transformed – the knowledge is now associated with the situation in which is successfully helped solve the problem. A classroom focused on problem-based learning offers potential to observe stages of knowledge incorporation, transfer, and transformation through various instructional strategies (Panasan & Nuangchalerm, 2010; Tidwell, 2015). Having a learning environment and educator designing opportunities for transfer is helpful.

The Experiential Learning Theory designed by Kolb (1984) identified a four-cycle learning process in which once associates concrete-abstract and reflective-active dimensions of learning. This cycle of learning begins with an experience, followed by an assimilation of the new knowledge with old values to be reflected on and transferred from abstract thoughts to concrete associations (Kolb, 1984). To further understand the critical nature of transfer as an ultimate test for learning, we can examine the biological aspects of the physical learning process. Zull (2011), drawing from the prior works of Kolb’s Experiential Learning Theory, proposes that the brain physically changes as one learns though the process of what he call the Four Pillars: Gathering Information, Reflection, Creating, and Testing. Throughout this process Zull (2006) noted that in the early phases of learning one gathers data through sensory inputs and assigns a value to each gathered data point. The process through which the data moves from the sensory neocortex to the association regions Zull (2006) labels as the reflection phase. This is followed by the creation phase in which these new associations engage working memory to create new ideas or theories. The final pillar of testing engages the motor brain to transfer of the
created theory from abstract to concrete through application to a new situation or challenge (Zull, 2006).

Indeed, according to Nokes (2009), there is a need for educators to provide learning experiences that include the meta-cognitive practice of transfer. Students must be explicitly taught how to become cognizant of opportunities in which they may transfer knowledge and have the skills to proceed. Ultimately, steps in the instructional process are needed during which transfer skills are explicitly taught and transfer itself is measured (Nokes, 2009). Research in the field emphasizes the importance of educational opportunities focused on the transformation of knowledge which foster growth in citizenship and the development of social involvement (Gardner, 2010; Gerlach & Reinagel, 2016). For students to reach their full potential in terms of transfer, research shows that they should be intrinsically motivated and acting on their volition. It is not enough to have instruction; students’ emotional state must be figured into the learning equation (Zull, 2006).

**Motivation, Volition, and Engagement**

Consistent student engagement and achievement of long-term goals requires the existence of motivation and volition (DeBarger, Dornsife, Rosier, Shechtman, & Yarnall, 2013). Jones (2012) recognized the need for educators to provide relevant, real-world learning activities including problem-solving, critical thinking, and engagement to foster the development of twenty-first-century skills. Student-engaged assessment as a framework for evaluation provides an opportunity for students to investigate their own growth and capacity building through self-directed learning (Berger, Rugen, & Woodfin,
2014). It could be motivating for students to self-evaluate their work possibly using the BRT rubric (Hammill, Best, & Anderson, 2015). Zull (2006) proposed that educators who are aware of the plasticity and physical changes in the brain when learning occurs are better suited to design experiences and instructional opportunities that will link emotion to thought in an intentional way yielding a more engaged and motivated student. Educator’s awareness of the interconnectedness and links throughout the brains framework and how they influence thinking and engagement will increase the likelihood of the educators reaching the student to engage them in HOTS (Siegel, 2010).

Different people have conceptualized how to motivate students in classrooms. Pearlman (2010) identified effective twenty-first-century schools as those in which there are students at work. Long (2012) asserted that students should be empowered to thrive through participation in Design Thinking. Design Thinking in itself is engaging, because it focuses on the “improvement of the human experience through educational opportunities that combine ongoing collaboration, systematic thinking balanced with creativity and analysis” (p.14). For example, students may do the work of science experiments on a local river to inform water specialists about the health of the water as well as design and implement water improvement projects themselves. Bezuidenhout and Alt (2011) noted that students must be engaged and see value in tasks they are completing at any point in the learning progression for lasting change to occur which will yield deep and significant learning. In order to have students go through levels toward the HOTS in BRT, they must be engaged in meaningful work with transfer opportunities (Gilboy, Heinerichs, & Pazzaglia, 2015).
Balanced Educational Objectives and Tools for the 21st Century

For lasting changes to occur in education, it is imperative that policymakers, administrators, and most importantly practitioners recognize necessary changes in learner expectations as well as the purpose of teaching; teaching students to think (Retna & Ng, 2016). The initial shift requires the transition from teacher as keeper of knowledge to the teacher in the role of facilitator and guide (Shepard, 2000; Dolan & Collins, 2015). Collet (2014) emphasized a balance between self-direction and expert mentoring as the key to successful learning. A key component to fostering genuine learning is learner participation with a classroom dynamic rooted in the value of developing thinking skills. Students in a reflexive and thought-based classroom are likely to own their learning processes, and emphasize questioning as a method of learning (Peen & Arshad, 2014). Student development of questioning techniques provides a method for motivating and engaging students in authentic concerns that they may have or passions they chose to pursue while promoting collaborative dialogue and other necessary 21st century skills (Rothstein & Santana, 2011). Beyond focusing on content as the only objective, the development of quality thinking is a higher educational objective and goal (Choudhury, Gouldsborough, & Shaw, 2015).

To engage students in 21st-century habits of learning content and thinking, the design and implementation of a problem-based learning program offers a combination of the elements more supportive than traditional spoon-feeding of information. Within science classrooms, the heuristic inquiry approach is used to learning concepts and skills within the domain (Günel, Memis, & Büyükkasap, 2010; Lo et al., 2016). A heuristic
learned through discovery or inquiry provides improved understanding, increased connections, and an increase in cognitive activity (Al-Fayez & Jubran, 2012). In short, heuristics are common ways of thinking that can be applied, or transferred into new situations.

Therefore, we need learning environments in which an educator designs opportunities for students to engage in the active discovery of methods and heuristics of thinking (Bezuidenhout & Alt, 2011). This type of learning design requires the use of processes and instruments (such as the BRT rubric) for gauging thinking and student growth towards independent near transfer (Anderson, Krathwohl, & Bloom, 2001). Hong and Choi (2011) examined the relationships and patterns occurring during reflective thinking of novice to expertise in a field. Hong and Choi (2011) was working on developing a research-based learning progression that students travel from novice to expert. The BRT rubric is a more general progression from the novice level of remembering to the most expert level of creating.

**Learning Environments for Demonstrating Thinking**

Thinking is an internal process that we cannot see, so we must depend on models and research documenting best practices to encourage students to develop and practice higher quality thinking. In the process of learning, students filter through their personal knowledge base, experiences, and internal reactions. Through sound instructional practice students process new associations and genuine, transferable learning occurs (Spruce & Bol, 2015). Ultimately, based on the learned ability to think well, good thinkers develop original ideas and thoughts to help them solve future challenges (Kahneman & Egan,
2011). Students must demonstrate thinking mastery on assessments and other learning tasks regularly as designed, implemented, and monitored by a skilled educator (Tijaro-Rojas, Arce-Trigatti, Pascal, & Arce, 2016).

Practitioners should assess students’ process frequently and regularly. The gleaned data should be used to influence future instruction. Documented evidence of students thinking as they progress towards learning should occur in a formative, ongoing thread focused on providing a gauge for educators and students through a multifaceted reflective cycle (Brookhart, 2013). The path of learning winds in many directions, and assessment is a necessary feedback loop to stay on the course toward the instructional objective. Collecting, organizing, and maintaining the scoring of writing assessments has been a long-standing challenge, but with new technology there are new opportunities as discussed below (Conley, 2015).

A project-based learning portfolio approach provides students with a software platform to complete activities and associated writing samples at various phases throughout a project timeline, thus providing necessary evidence of student thinking and learning. A digital portfolio system organizationally supports tracking and assessment of students’ development of thinking ability thus fostering the creation of new knowledge out of existing information (Fink, 2003). Educators can then score students’ work using a cognitive progression such as BRT to provide objective, structured feedback to track thinking through the varied demonstrations collected in a digital portfolio system.
Assessment of Thinking and Learning

As students grow and develop academic skills, their teachers must be proficient in assessing if their students are growing along the way (Black, Harrison, Lee, Marshall, & Wiliam, 2003). Formative assessment provides a pathway along which educators can evaluate if students are learning. Focusing on which areas students are struggling with or have mastered to adjust instruction thus ensuring the next educational opportunity the student experiences yields evidence of learning (Black & Wiliam, 1998). Often the breakdown when using formative assessment occurs when the educator gathers rich data on a student and then fails to make changes that impact instruction in the future (Black et al., 2003). Formative assessment is one important piece of the assessment package.

In a society with numerous factors influence students’ learning, educators must be proficient in controlling the one factor they have access to, the efficacy of instruction they provide each student. Formative assessment is one of many success indicators that provide a glimpse into the learning necessary for a student to independently transfer content and skills to new, similar situations (Hargreaves, 2003; Hernández & Rodríguez, 2016). Assessments, however, are not useful without quality rubrics that track students’ ability to move through cognitive levels to reach higher-order levels such as evaluation, creation, and self-awareness (CEO, personal communication, November 5, 2015; Young, James, & Noy). Scoring rubrics which prompt metacognitive evaluation should be provided to students on a daily basis in a learning environment where the established climate permits thinking and learning to occur (Brookhart, 2010).
Positive classroom environments explicitly engage in teaching metacognitive practices including retrospective self-reporting (Sabourin, Lowe, & Bowman, 2015). These metacognitive practices are critical to the development of productive thinking and student progress in a domain (Gilmore & Feldon, 2010). Gilmore and Feldon (2010) further discussed the levels of self-reporting and metacognitive practice along an expertise continuum. That is, students change how they self-report their learning as their expertise grows; this is described next. This continuum begins with novice as a very fact based reproductive thinking (mimetic) level. This is similar to the remembering level in the BRT rubric. Working towards an intermediate standard of thinking would be possessing procedural schema. This includes the capability to recall and filter a large pool of knowledge. Finally, the expert, possessing increased ability to filter information using working memory in an automated manner, provides the space for divergent breakthroughs. Yoruk and Runco (2014) found that at the expert level, there is an inability to recall the smaller steps leading to the finished product due to automaticity and the ability to make subconscious connections. This general progression from declarative, procedural, and conceptual understanding is found across domains, and is similar to BRT in that way. In all domains, the issue that remains challenging to researchers is to note patterns between discrete elements of thought and universal intellectual standards (Lai, 2011). This is beyond the scope of this project study.

**Authentic Assessment of Learning Portfolio**

Based on a nationwide call to action requiring a renewed knowledge paradigm of HOTS goals, educators must begin to develop authentic assessments (McTighe &
An authentic assessment requires the transfer knowledge to a real-world application (Mueller, 2016). Kleickmann et al. (2013) emphasized the rethinking and integration of authentic assessments focused on the higher-order skills; creativity, collaboration, and filtering. These should be measured throughout the learning process via formative assessment.

Digital portfolio documentation is a key method in making students’ internal thinking and learning visible to assessors. Bjornavold (2009) validated the digital portfolio, as a method for collecting evidence of authentic assessment. Students’ development of their portfolios is a dynamic assessment practice that addresses twenty-first-century learning and characteristics of a renewed knowledge paradigm (Besser, 2011). The written component of a digital portfolio, provides evidence necessary to the assessment of thinking at varied levels, but only if there is a valid and reliable way to score the thinking such as the BRT rubric in this project study.

The inclusion of writing in a digital portfolio provides a structure for monitoring students’ development of thinking ability as well as the key feature to monitor learning over time electronically (O’Brien-Moran & Soiferman, 2010; Wason, Sinvhal, & Bhattacharya, 2016). The written work to be evaluated in this study will come from a digital portfolio and multiple examples of student written work will be evaluated.

Under the framework of social constructivism, this review has discussed general ideas about thinking, motivation, and assessment. These are grounded in ideas that learners construct understanding through different types of experiences focused on thinking and this construction is based on intrinsic motivation in the best of cases (Kolb,
1984; Zull, 2006). The implications of this literature review are that teachers should acknowledge and focus their attention on the internal processes of thinking that their students are developing (Gilmore & Feldon, 2010).

**Implications**

While there are different categorizations of types of thinking, BRT has persisted through time and takes a central role in current reform teaching practices. These six BRT levels are a successful way of framing thinking. The implications of this for this study is that BRT can be used in an attempt to categorize student written work as demonstrating one of the six BRT types of thinking. In order to study thinking, learners must experience learning environments that elicit different levels of thinking and that use formative assessment to track that thinking (Brookhart, 2010).

In this study, I will use one of the recommended authentic assessments. It is a digital portfolio that contains all of the written work a student has completed across an authentic problem-based learning unit (Bjornavold, 2009). For this study, I will test the validity and reliability of using the BRT rubric. If the BRT rubric is valid and reliable, then it may be used to score student work across time and the different levels of prompts during the problem based learning process (Bauer, 2016). Ultimately, this study could provide reliable and valid scoring of varied levels of students thinking using the BRT. Based on my research findings I will develop and include an appropriate application project in Appendix A.

The data from this project study may indicate that scoring writing samples for varied levels of thinking using the BRT is valid and reliable across raters. If the data
trends in this direction after collection and analysis, one possible direction that the project study would take is the development of professional development workshops focused on scoring student thinking using the BRT. If it does not, then a policy recommendation for additional testing of the BRT and recommendations for other possible tools to evaluate student thinking may be developed for the charter school administration and teachers.

Prior to the designing of the professional development workshops, the author would develop a handbook or manual for teachers focused on the assessment of student thinking. Components of this handbook/manual on assessing thinking would include an overview of the levels of thinking including criteria and reference verbs for identification of varied levels, exemplars of student writing samples demonstrating the highest levels of thinking, and steps for scoring writing samples reliably between raters. Once the data is analyzed, there may be additional components of the handbook/manual that would need to be included. Such a handbook could be another direction for the project proper.

Once the handbook for assessing student thinking was developed and approved for implementation, the author could begin sessions during which faculty are trained in each component of the handbook. Upon completing of training in the process of assessing student thinking using the BRT, sessions could occur during which educators reflect on how their practice has changed based on their capacity to reliably score student thinking. In the future, educators could use this handbook and scoring process as a stepping point for further study of how student thinking capacity is growing over time to inform their practice and instruction.
A final important implication of this study is that students need thinking skills to get desirable jobs. Rather than simply needing to regurgitate content when prompted, viable candidates for a job or project must be able to locate, filter, select, apply and manipulate content to fit a solution they propose. Ultimately, expert thinkers can organize and simplify their explanations (Dowd, Duncan, & Reynolds, 2015). Business leaders around the globe are noticing that the biggest challenge they have lies in finding graduates prepared to take a project from its start to its finish without requiring consistent direction (CEO, personal communication, June 10, 2015). They desire employees who can think. Using BRT as a rubric may help teachers plan and monitor student thinking level abilities. Positive social change is achieved when students develop and apply higher order thinking skills for work and life.

**Summary**

This section began with a discussion of challenges facing educators while teaching students to think. This is in response to indicators that students graduating high school are ill prepared to become a contributing member of our global knowledge economy. Specifically noted are the gaps in teaching practice around the documentation and evaluation of students thinking. Also examined was the problem of simply capturing significant learning without assessment. Additionally, included in this section is a description of 21st-century objectives and the misalignment between what content students are expected to be proficient in versus what thinking skills are emphasized in research and business. The remaining section of this project study discusses the
methodology and plan used to collect and analyze data, as well as protect the rights of study participants.
Section 2: The Methodology

Introduction

The purpose of this project study was to examine the discriminant validity and interrater reliability of BRT as a rubric for scoring students’ writing and measuring the progression of student levels of thinking. The goal was to develop a reliable and valid method to objectively score students’ thinking levels through written work. To investigate the discriminant validity of the BRT rubric, I compared the ratings assigned to each writing to the grades teachers had assigned to determine if they were correlated. Examining the discriminant validity in this project study entailed determining whether the ratings assigned to each writing sample were unrelated to the grades previously assigned to the writing samples. If they were not, and if the interrater reliabilities were sufficiently high, I then concluded that the classroom teacher and teacher using the BRT rubric were grading two different constructs: content knowledge for teacher ratings and student thinking for the BRT assessments. I calculated the interrater reliability between educators for scoring student writing using the BRT rubric.

For my study, I focused on the assessment of evidence demonstrating students’ developing thinking capacity from the lower levels of thinking to the higher levels of thinking. In this case, I used archival data based on the published writing pieces that were pulled from the digital portfolio interface. The authenticity of the writing samples provided a view of potential daily use of the BRT rubric by allowing for a retrospective evaluation of the archived writing samples.
Research Design and Approach

I used a quantitative, nonexperimental research design to investigate the discriminant validity of the BRT rubric and the interrater reliability between teachers scoring samples of student writing with the BRT rubric. A nonexperimental study includes the study of variables and not the manipulation of variables within the existing context (Creswell, 2014). My research design is an approach in which data collected during the study were analyzed including the nonmanipulated variables contained in archived writing samples. I evaluated the variables where they were in the context in which they occur naturally in the writing process. The independent variable in the study was the student writing samples. The dependent variables were the teachers’ ratings. Interrater reliability refers to the degree to which two raters agree in their determination of a score or judgment (Phelan & Wren, 2006). As the scoring of writing is considered relatively subjective, the investigation of interrater reliability in scoring writing samples using the BRT rubric could be useful to the field because it may provide reliable criteria for quantifying students’ ability to think at higher levels as demonstrated in writing.

Initially, I considered different qualitative designs such as conducting a grounded theory-based case study to develop a theory inductively based on the current assessment of students’ thinking. Because the school and teachers were lacking a tool for evaluating thinking, my focus turned to locating a way to reliably evaluate student thinking. With this in mind, I focused on the purpose of this study (i.e., my aim to contribute to the practice of assessing and evaluating thinking using a valid, reliable scoring structure).
I then considered conducting a phenomenological case study documenting student thinking to then generate scoring schema used to analyze and code levels of thinking (see Lodico, Spaulding, & Voegtle, 2010). Additionally, I considered conducting a narrative analysis case study to gather data form from the perspectives of students using their own voices. However, the case study format would have constrained the study to a smaller sample of student work that would likely have been content dependent and therefore less useful for the broader population of teachers and students. A narrative case study would not have lent itself to the documentation of students’ thinking as captured and documented through writing. A narrative case study would also neglect the broader quantitative evaluation of a scoring rubric based higher-order thinking schema (Rembach & Dison, 2016).

Finally, I also considered a descriptive case study. Case study researchers follow a process of intensive analysis of a particular event within a bounded system to create a detailed understanding of that event (Creswell, 2014). In this case, the event was student thinking at a small charter school. In the study I focused on uncovering levels of thinking in student work and categorizing students’ cognitive readiness and capability for higher order thinking. Thus, the entire focus was on students’ cognitive abilities and the increasing use of higher levels of thinking (see Abrami et al., 2015). The problem was the focus on the evaluation of student thinking rather than content memory. In addition, the school leadership desired a measurement tool that could be used across classrooms as a general measure of student thinking rather than a content-dependent measure. The goal to develop and validate such a rubric clearly indicated the need for a quantitative approach.
Therefore, in this study I conducted a quantitative analysis of how teachers used BRT as assessment rubric criteria to evaluate students’ levels of thinking using archived captures of student writing. In essence, in this study I attempted to quantify students’ levels of thinking based on their writing using BRT. Through this study I assessed the practice and reliability of scoring students’ writing with quantifiable BRT as a rubric code. The question was whether this tool would reliably identify students’ levels of thinking across different teachers’ evaluations of the same student work.

**Setting and Sample**

All samples for this quantitative study came from within a bounded system: one small, public, rural charter school, serving 290-300 students. I recruited teacher participants from two public, charter schools each serving 300 students. All teacher participants were recruited by responding to an e-mail invitation to participate in a study to validate a new rubric based on BRT for scoring levels of student thinking from samples of actual student essays. The teachers selected for participation in the interrater reliability section of this study were chosen using purposive sampling from the identified population to build a sample from which I was able to derive statistical inferences (see Etikan, Musa, & Alkassim, 2016). The teachers who completed the rating for the interrater reliability ranged in experience from one year of classroom teaching experience to 15 years of classroom teaching experience. The sample consisted of eight teachers, each scoring two pieces of published writing collected from 26 seventh-grade students. The purposive sample of teachers work at a charter school that promotes the development of HOTS.
I selected a purposeful sampling of two writing samples from each seventh-grade student’s written work. All writing samples were collected from students utilizing the digital portfolio process. The deidentified writing samples were obtained from regularly assigned student work. For each deidentified writing sample, I only received the teacher’s grade for that portfolio submission to utilize for the $t$ test to evaluate discriminant validity. I chose seventh grade because it represents the middle of middle school and had enough students to supply sufficient number of samples for coding ($N = 52$). I estimated that participating teachers would take 5 minutes to rate each piece of written work for approximately four hours. Although this was a quantitative research design, purposeful sampling was required because I attempted to determine the interrater reliability between educators within a bounded system. The process for determining interrater reliability was defined by teachers who used a scoring rubric to assess thinking based on samples of seventh-grade student writing.

The Krippendorff estimates used in this study are point estimates with an inferential statistic regarding the full population true score. Krippendorff estimates do not require a power analysis to determine the number of raters or samples of work being rated (De Swert, 2012). The example Hayes and Krippendorff (2007) provided only had two raters with three samples of work each to demonstrate the power of the estimate. To ensure valid results, I used a minimum of eight raters and 52 pieces of published writing, far exceeding the minimums set forth by Krippendorff (see DeSwert, 2012).

Considering the participation of a greater number of raters, I reduced the number of writing samples from the referenced example of three pieces of work to two pieces of
work, which allowed for a reasonable amount of time to be spent scoring the pieces of writing per rater. Increasing the number of raters increased the number of writing samples to be scored in the allotted time frame, thus increasing the power of the estimate (Meyvis, van Osselaer, & Stijn, 2018). The number of scored pieces of writing with two per rater is still larger in number than if five raters scored three pieces each.

**Instrumentation and Materials**

**Instruments**

The instrument used to score writing in this study was the BRT (including a list of verbs for each level) as a rubric found in the literature (Crokett, 2018). The BRT was created to help organize levels of thinking and is used as a guide for generating classroom assignment prompts and assessment questions that ask for different levels of thinking. This study was different because it used the BRT to categorize student’s written responses to prompts. Other researchers (Yassin et al., 2010; Amer, 2006; Hess et al., 2009; Thompson et al., 2008) have used BRT as a rubric, but did not evaluate the BRT rubric for validity or reliability. My study filled a gap in practice by evaluating the BRT as a valid and reliable process for assessing LOTS-HOTS. I provided the participant teachers with copies of the BRT as a rubric for evaluating student thinking using Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy, together with a list of verbs associated with each rubric level (Heick, 2016). It was my hope that the list of verbs strengthened the BRT as an evaluation process by enhancing its reliability and validity. To facilitate the process of rating, teachers entered ratings into a scoring sheet using GoogleSheets®, which is exemplified in Table 2.
The six levels of thinking constructs included on the BRT are (a) Remembering, (b) Understanding, (c) Applying, (d) Analyzing, (e) Evaluating, and (f) Creating. These were numbered on the rubric from lowest (1) to highest (6), as assigned by the teachers. Thus, all level 2 responses were considered as the understanding level of thinking. A mean score of 2.1 – 2.9 was interpreted to represent the understanding level because the range was clearly situated between 1.1 – 1.9 (Remembering) and 3.1 – 3.9 (Applying).

For each sample of writing, all teachers’ ratings were averaged and a standard deviation was calculated to provide the descriptive statistics. Krippendorf estimates were calculated using the raw data with the KALPHA macro within the statistical software SPSS. Through this process, I generated a KALPHA discriminant validity estimate and reliability estimates for using the BRT as a rubric, a process that has not previously been accomplished. The first research question guiding this study examined the correlation between archived teacher grades for each piece of writing and the BRT scores for each piece of writing. The first research question pertains to the discriminant validity; do the BRT and teacher grades measure different things? The discriminant validity analysis will be determining with a t test if there is a correlation between the teacher grades for each
writing sample with the mean ratings assigned by raters using the BRT. It is expected that there would not be a correlation thus indicating that the teacher grades and the BRT ratings were distinct constructs. Where the second and third research questions examined reliability through two separate uses of the Krippendorff estimate. The second research question is the Krippendorff estimate for the sample population. The third research question provides an estimate for the entire true population that the sample was taken from, and as such is an inferential statistic.

To assist participants with their ratings, a list of 249 verbs (Appendix C) were shared with the teacher participants. This verb list was shared on a single sheet of paper, front and back. The paper of verbs and the paper of the rubric were the only two sheets of paper the teachers will use to rate the student work in a GoogleSheets®.

Materials

To select writing samples, I identified prompts within existing problem-based learning units that were likely to prompt a range of thinking. For example, a prompt that elicits only the first BRT level remembering is highly unlikely to have students writing at the fourth BRT level analysis. Second, I chose prompts from varied points of the problem-based learning process. The prompts from the late parts of the unit were intended to elicit BRT levels 5 evaluate or 6 create. For example, students were prompted with activities that asked them to collaborate, which led to actions occurring in the ‘create’ level of BRT. These selected prompts can be seen in Table 3.
### Table 3

*Bloom’s Levels of Understanding and Question Examples*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of Prompt</th>
<th>Prompt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>What is your idea? Briefly describe what you will do. Is it clear? Is it specific?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apply/Analyze</td>
<td>What else do you want to learn? How do you want to grow personally? What communication or technical skills do you want to gain?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluate/Analyze/Apply</td>
<td>Impact: Does your idea help someone? Does it change or improve something? Does it allow you to learn something?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create</td>
<td>Showcase: What will people see when they experience your solution? What will people experience at your showcase? What is your portfolio message?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Teachers who scored the data were not the seventh-grade teacher of the students whose archived work was chosen for the study. Teachers from this school were not responsible for actively trying to teach the BRT levels of thinking beyond general instructional best practices. All data to be scored was archived in a digital portfolio system. The written work was printed and unidentified for the purpose of scoring in this study to affirm confidentiality. Table 3 gives some example of the types of prompts used to elicit written responses that were scored using the BRT as a scoring rubric.

**Training Process**

To ensure that participants understand the scoring processes, I provided a training session during which participants were provided an opportunity to sort and score similar
writing pieces using the BRT as a scoring rubric (see Appendix E). The training was intended to share an overview with the participants of the BRT levels of thinking and a brief overview of the scoring template. The training provided participants with two sorting sessions as well as a warm-up scoring session prior to evaluating the actual writing samples for the study. Training was conducted for approximately 60 minutes. The training session closure included a 10-minute check for understanding during which each participant was given the opportunity to ask questions to clear up any confusion regarding the scoring process. The BRT (including the verb list for each level) as a rubric and the paper with the BRT verbs used in the training were the same as used in the study. The second portion of training included a warmup for participants to score similar but unrelated writing samples using the BRT. These samples were selected from the same grade, were the same length, and prompt type as those in the study, but were from a different assignment. During this training session, all participants were given the opportunity to ask questions regarding scoring writing samples using the BRT levels as the rubric. All participants were present during the training and the warm up. All participants had equal access to the same materials, warm up samples, and materials.

**Data Collection and Analysis**

Participant teachers utilized a GoogleSheet® (Table 2), shared with each participant in Google Drive, that acts as the confidential recording medium for the scoring process. The GoogleSheet® auto generated responses confidentially as designated in the form creation to not collect or record the user, in this case the
participant. All participant scoring responses were confidentially generated and only associated with randomly assigned rater identification numbers.

The process involved participants using one sheet with BRT scoring key and one sheet including 249 action verbs drawn from Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy (see Appendix B). Each of the 8 participants had their own computers with GoogleSheet®. They were organized around one room, using privacy screens, so that they were not able to see each other’s ratings. It was imperative that scorers be unaware of others scores to ensure that we can determine the inter-rater reliability of the BRT as a rubric. The teacher participants had confidential participant codes and coded each capture in the same order of presentation from earliest to the latest. These participant codes allowed for the organization and management of the data in a confidential manner.

The actual samples of written work were hardcopies numbered in order with 5 digit codes to increase anonymity. I personally accessed the existing student work directly from the digital portfolio and print paper copies. I removed any identifying marks as needed. The 2 samples per student were taken from one 7th grade class. No one except the teacher, myself, and the executive principal knows the identity of this teacher. This 7th grade teacher was not be a volunteer for the study. It would have been ideal to use the digital portfolio system but it would have been challenging to hide the identity of the students. To protect the student identity, numbered paper copies were supplied to teachers. Each participant had a total of 2 captures for each of the 26 unidentified students for a total of 52 written samples to score. Educators were given as much time as they needed to score all samples and record their scores on the spreadsheet. The expected
amount of time was 5 minutes per writing sample for a total of 260 minutes or approximately 4 hours and 15 minutes. There were snacks and a lunch at the end of coding. Teachers were be instructed to take breaks as needed.

**Data Analysis Plan**

**Descriptive statistics.** Once all scoring was completed, and all captures scores were recorded in the spreadsheets, the inter-rater reliability between the 8 participants was evaluated. This analysis used descriptive statistics to identify the mean and mode ratings for each of the 52 instances of student work that was scored by the teachers. These data were sorted by the mean score from lowest to highest to present a view of how many student captures tended to be rated highly, moderately, and low. Standard deviations were reported for each piece of student work to give a sense of how varied the ratings were for each student. The mode statistic indicated what rating was applied most often by the teacher participants. An example of the descriptive statistics table I planned to use to capture and display these data is provided in Table 4.

Table 4

*Student Captures Ordered by Mean Score from Lowest to Highest*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student 12345</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student 23456</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student 34567</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In addition to providing data on each instance of student work, I provided descriptive statistics for each of the teacher’s overall ratings across all student work. This will reveal any bias teachers might have. An example of how this process was planned to work is provided in Table 5. The mean rating given by Teacher 1 across all student work in the example below is 2.3 compared to the mean rating for Teacher 2 of 4.5. These two teachers could be said to be typically different than one another in ratings. In terms of their modes; Teacher 1 applying the rating of 2 most often, and Teacher 2 giving the rating of 5 most often, again emphasizing their differences. Finally, the standard deviation of ratings applied by Teacher 1 was only 1.2 meaning that she did not have a wide range of scores. In contrast, Teacher 2’s rating produced a standard deviation of 3.9 indicating that this teacher applied a wider range of ratings than Teacher 1 ($SD = 1.2$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teacher Ratings Across all Student Captures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teacher 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Finally, I also used the mean scores to report how the two captures from each student were rated by the teachers. This process helped to reveal scoring trends in the same student’s work. An example of the mean ratings table is provided in Table 6.

Table 6

Mean Ratings on the Two Samples for Each Student

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student #</th>
<th>Sample 1 mean</th>
<th>Sample 2 mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student 12345</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student 23456</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student 34567</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Validity

Often times it is useful to establish convergent validity for a measure by using two different research methods to determine if they both are measuring the same construct, thereby providing evidence that the construct itself exists (Trochinm, 2006; Rojas & Widiger, 2014). Given that the BRT has been tested for more than 20 years for its ability to categorize levels of thinking, it was deemed that convergent validity would already have a high likelihood of existing. In addition, adding another data collection method is beyond the scope of this project study. In contrast, determining discriminant validity is of great importance because if the BRT rubric is not assessing something other than what
the teachers’ grades are already capturing, then this decreases the need for a separate method of evaluating student thinking. The intention is to determine if the students’ grades for the content knowledge in their writing are correlated with the teachers’ BRT ratings. The grades will already be established and collected from the teacher for the confidential identification codes. The ratings will be collected in this study. The two sets of ratings will be compared in SPSS using a Spearman rank correlation because the BRT ratings are categorical data (McDonald, 2009).

**Reliability**

This method of data collection and analysis lends itself to the use of inferential statistics as the study aims to rate the reliability of 8-10 raters using the same scoring rubric on the same student samples (Hayes & Krippendorff, 2007). Using inferential statistical analysis allowed the author to draw inferences around the population regarding the reliability of teachers using the scoring rubric (Angell, 2015). The Krippendorff Interrater Reliability Estimate was employed as the inferential statistical analysis to determine the instrument’s reliability. In itself, the statistic is not inferential because it is a point estimate of the inter-rater reliability.

The use of the Macro KALPHA in SPSS, however, does produce inferential statistics related to the Krippendorff (Hayes & Krippendorff, 2007). Specifically, the Macro KALPHA in SPSS uses a bootstrapping method on the collected data to give an estimate measure of the true population alpha. That is, it allowed the inference of the true alpha of the larger population, from which the participants and captures were taken, and from which the inter-rater reliability for the entire local population of teachers and
students was calculated. KALPHA also reports the probability that the true alpha would lie below different minimum thresholds. For example, from sample analysis there may be a 3.23% probability that the KALPHA would be less than .8 for a population (De Swert, 2012). This would indicate a high probability (96.77%) of a good inter-rater reliability (KALPHA > .8) for both the sample and the population. The recommended levels for the KALPHA to be considered a good inter-rater reliability is above 80% and a poor inter-rater reliability is below 65% (De Swert, 2012).

The use of the statistical data analysis KALPHA in SPSS is appropriate because it calculates the inter-rater/inter-coder reliability for coefficient for multiple coders using at least nominal/categorical level data (Freelon, 2010). The BRT categories being used to rate the student captures are categories in a distinct order, thus they are ordinal data. Using this analysis allows for the analysis of multiple variables in this study, two or more teacher evaluations of the same student’s work. The participants’ scores were also compared to all the other participants to check for the statistical probability that any scores were due to chance. This analysis used a categorical/nominal variable for each participant’s name. An ordinal variable represented each student score provided by the teacher participants. Although these BRT scores did not occur at exact intervals, they did occur in an ordinal manner. This ordinal analysis utility is based on the Kappa Coefficient, which pairs all the coded student samples with the teacher raters to the scores assigned (Krippendorff, 2011). Krippendorff’s Kappa Coefficient formulas permit the analysis of more than one piece of work per student. This statistical analysis approach best fit with this study’s multiple student, multiple writing captures.
Table 7

Krippendorff’s Alpha Reliability Estimate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alpha</th>
<th>LL95%CI</th>
<th>UL95%CI</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Observers</th>
<th>Pairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ordinal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. Abbreviations: Lower Level Confidence Interval (LL % CI), Upper Level Confidence Interval (UL % CI)

Assumptions, Limitations, Scope, and Delimitations

Assumptions

The capture and scoring of student writing samples yielded data that could be used to enhance teachers’ understanding of student thinking. Using these data teachers could conceivably be able to identify what levels of thinking their students are proficient and would be able to bridge gaps between all students using formative assessments to impact future instruction depending on what students needed to develop. Additionally, I assumed that student writing was given a rating by the teachers that reflected their best effort.

Limitations

The lack of a larger teacher participant pool is a limitation for this study. While the study includes an acceptable number of participants, the results of the inferential
statistical analysis provide only internal validity. When a non-random sample is representative (when characteristics of the sample are comparable with the target population) the results are generalizable (Banerjee & Chaudhury, 2010). While data from purposive, non-random samples is likely not generalizable to larger populations, it may provide hints for future random studies that would be generalizable to the larger population. Asking the participants to code additional student samples could increase the validity of the study. However, it is unlikely that participants would want to volunteer for longer than the approximately 5 hours the study will take to score the 52 writing samples.

The use of technology as part of the collection process for raters’ scores poses further potential limitations. While unlikely, technical issues may arise during the use of Google sheets to collect the rater scores based on the requirement for internet connectivity while scores are recorded. Issues with internet connectivity is not expected due to the widespread use and availability of internet.

**Scope and Delimitations**

In this study I investigated the inter-rater reliability of using BRT as a rubric to score samples of students’ writing stored in a digital portfolio software. The writing will be scored to identify varied levels of thinking in each writing sample. The study was delimited to 52 samples of seventh grade writing that was be scored by 8 teachers. This study encompassed the writing of seventh grade students. This study included middle school teachers in all content areas within two educational organizations ranging through the fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth grades.
Protection of Participants’ Rights

This study relied on middle school teacher participants and archival student work that the teachers evaluated. All teacher participants of this study will be voluntary. As the principal researcher, I will host a meeting at each school in which she will communicate the purpose and process of the study. During this meeting, and after it via email, volunteers were able to sign up for participation in this study. Participants signing up and voluntarily attending the proposed session received a $20 stipend Starbucks gift card paid by myself. Additionally, the study participants were provided with three breaks. Participants were provided two snacks and one lunch during these breaks. Drinks were readily available during the training and coding sessions. Restrooms were readily available throughout the entire training and coding process.

Participants signed up to participate in the one hour training session, in addition to the approximately four-hour coding session. Participants arrived and were greeted with a beverage of water, coffee, and or tea. The training session lasted for 1 hour. After 1 hour participants were provided with a snack break for 20 minutes. The scoring session began after participants returned to the designated area. Once participants returned the coding process began. After each hour spent scoring, participants were provided with a snack break of 20 minutes. Scoring the 52 captures took approximately four hours of time. After the scoring was complete, participants were provided with lunch. At this time, all participants were given a stipend gift card. The day took approximately five to six hours total.
Participant protections were ensured through the granting of permission for this research study by Walden University’s Institutional Review Board (IRB) prior to collecting any data. There is no record of participant names and all data were coded to ensure the de-identification of participants and students. Identification numbers delineate all samples of student writing. All data collection has been kept confidential as the participants and researcher spent the day together, but their data was entered for analysis using 5-digit numerical identification codes. All participants signed a consent form prior to participation in the project study.

Although I work in the larger educational charter school system from which this data collection occurred, the middle school teacher participants work in a different building and are supervised and evaluated entirely by another administrator. Additionally, all measures were be taken to keep the data collected entirely confidential and only linked through assigned 5-digit identification number. Participants scoring the confidential writing samples were not affected in any way by the scoring process as there is no link between the establishment of inter-rater reliability and teacher or student performance.

Data Analysis Results

The research for this project study was conducted through a scoring process in which participants completed a brief training for scoring using the BRT. After the brief training and warm up exercises, the participants scored 52 writing samples, two samples taken from 26 seventh grade students. The data were recorded using Google Sheets, each of which were associated with a confidential participant number. Once all data were entered into the Google Sheet associated with each of the confidential participant codes I
was able to access the data to begin analysis. An additional spreadsheet was created which included the pre-existing grade given to each of the writing samples. These grades had been removed from the writing sample prior to the scoring session and the writing samples were also de-identified.

**Descriptive Statistics**

Once the data had been collected, I transferred the data into the SPSS spreadsheet to prepare for analysis. The data analysis began with descriptive statistics to identify the mean and then mode ratings for the 52 writing pieces scored by each participant rater for levels of thinking using the BRT, which are presented in Table 5. The data were analyzed to demonstrate how many writing samples were scored if they included writing in which HOTs were evident, if the scores demonstrated that the writing contained mostly LOTs or scored to demonstrate that the writing included both a mix of HOTs and LOTs. The participants mean, mode, and standard deviations for levels of thinking in ascending order are shared in table 8.
Table 8

*Participant Mean, Mode, Scores for Levels of Thinking in Ascending Order*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.62</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>5.12</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Research Question 1**

What is the relationship between teacher grades for each writing sample and the BRT-based LOTS - HOTS ratings for each writing sample?

This research question was aimed at determining the discriminant validity of the scoring rubric. If the grades teachers assigned to the writing sample were not statistically different than the ratings participants assigned to the same writing sample, then this would be evidence that the original teacher grades and the rubric evaluations were evaluating essentially different constructs. The validation of the BRT scoring rubric was
a basic premise for this study. The categorical BRT ratings were compared to the existing teacher grades in SPSS using a Spearman rank correlation. According to Meghanathan and He (2016), correlation ranges are .00 to .19 are very weak positive, .20 to .39 are weak positive, .40 to .59 are a moderate positive, .60 to .79 are a strong positive, and .80 to 1.00 are a very strong positive.

The data from this study demonstrated no relationship between the classroom grades and the BRT ratings assigned to each writing sample. A Spearman’s rank-order correlation was run to assess the relationship between using the BRT as a scoring tool to determine levels of thinking evident in student writing samples and the existing teacher grades that had been assigned preceding the study. There was no statistically significant correlation between the existing teacher ratings and the scores from the BRT rubric, $r_s (49) = .365$, $p =0.01$. Indeed, this was the outcome that would have served as evidence that the teacher grades and BRT rubric ratings were measuring two distinct entities, thus providing evidence of discriminant validity for the BRT rubric. This finding does not serve as evidence of discriminant validity, however, because the BRT ratings were statistically unreliable as the next sections will explain. After the BRT was deemed reliable, it could be a worthwhile endeavor to re-examine the relationship between pre-existing grades and scores using the BRT.

**Research Question 2**

Will there be moderate (> .7) or higher inter-rater reliability demonstrated by middle school teachers’ ratings using the BRT rubric for scoring writing samples of student’s demonstrations of thinking? I examined the data for inter-rater reliability using
inferential statistics to determine the BRT’s reliability using the Krippendorff’s Inter-rater Reliability Estimate, which uses a point estimate of the inter-rater reliability. In order to analyze the data set, I added in the following macro syntax: Kalpha judges = V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6 V7 V8 / level2 / detail = 0 / boot = 10000 within the SPSS software. This macro instructed SPSS to use the Krippendorff’s Kappa Coefficient formula to analyze multiple writing samples. This data analysis revealed that the use of the BRT to score writing for levels of student thinking was not reliable (see Table 9).

Table 9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Krippendorf’s Alpha Reliability Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alpha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordinal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. Abbreviations: Lower Level Confidence Interval (LL % CI), Upper Level Confidence Interval (UL % CI)

The data supported the second null hypothesis that there will not be a moderate (> .7) or better inter-rater reliability based on Krippendorff estimates of middle school teachers’ ratings using the BRT rubric for scoring multiple writing samples of levels of student thinking. The findings from this study revealed that there was not a moderate (> .7) or better inter-rater reliability demonstrated by the middle school teachers’ ratings using the BRT rubric for scoring thinking levels within the student writing samples.
Research Question 3

Will there be a moderate (> .7) or higher inter-rater reliability demonstrated by the true-population Krippendorff alpha estimates between middle school teachers’ ratings using the BRT scoring rubric for multiple samples of student’s levels of thinking?

The data supported H3o. There was no moderate (> .7) or higher inter-rater reliability demonstrated by the true population Krippendorff alpha estimates between middle school teachers’ ratings using the BRT scoring rubric for multiple samples of students’ levels of thinking.

Summary of Findings

Unfortunately, the BRT as a scoring rubric was not reliable based on this examination. There are a number of variables that could have impacted the lack of reliability of the BRT as a scoring rubric. For example, in order for the BRT based rubric to be reevaluated for reliability for use as a scoring tool, it would need to be improved upon. For example, the content of the BRT could be rearranged into a smaller number of descriptors for HOTs success.

While it did not make sense to evaluate the discriminant validity of a rubric that did not reliably assess levels of student thinking, the analysis was completed to fulfill the obligations of the project study. There was no statistically significant relationship between using the BRT as a scoring tool to determine levels of thinking evident in student writing samples and the existing teacher grades that had been previously assigned. The originally scored writing samples were scored based on a rubric that focused on published writing. The inter-rater reliability of the original rubric is unknown,
and may have been similarly poor, a situation that may have contributed to the lack of correlation found. At any rate, this investigation of the correlation between the original grades and the BRT scores assigned to assess student thinking were not related.

The BRT as a rubric to evaluate student thinking could have been flawed in its structure and scoring as it has not been previously determined reliable or valid for scoring levels of thinking. The BRT is largely used to plan for instructional tasks in which student potentially reached higher level of cognition as associated with intentional learning experiences (Steedle & Ferrara, 2016). For example, the Peak to Peak Center for Professional Development trains educators to utilize a condensed version of the BRT as recommended by The College Board (personal communication, Director of Professional Development, 2018). While this program only trains teachers to use the BRT to plan instructional tasks, it is possible that their version would be better to use as a rubric than the one used in this study. This version divides levels of thinking into three categories of cognition including (a) Level 1 – factual information that can be looked up in a book, (b) Level 2 – the why or the how which takes the thinking to a procedural level of understanding, applying, and analyzing, and (c) Level 3 – the universal (human connection) level of conditional knowledge including the why does this matter levels that include evaluating and creating (personal communication, Director of Professional Development, 2018). Designing a rubric for thinking in a more finite manner may contribute to the development of a more straightforward rubric based on the BRT that is both reliable and valid.
In order to contribute to designing an objective framework other than BRT, it is important to consider alternative options for the assessment of thinking. One possibility could be Epstein’s (1998) cognitive-experiential self-theory (CEST), which currently includes a valid and reliable measure of thinking, and could contribute to designing an objective framework from which to build new rubrics to grade thinking. Using the valid construct of the CEST, researchers could propose the heuristic process of constructive thinking as a framework from which to base the rubric design of a scoring tool for sound thinking (Epstein & Meier, 1989). Healthy, constructive thinking, which includes the absence of mal-adaptive thinking (Epstein, 1998); however, is not necessarily higher level thinking as conceptualized in Bloom’s taxonomy.

While it is possible that the investment into more comprehensive training of participants could result in an increase in the reliability and validity of the BRT as a rubric, such an investment would be ill-advised without research-derived rationale for pursuing that solution. It is possible that the BRT as a rubric would need to be improved upon prior to increasing its reliability and validity as a scoring tool for levels of HOTs.

**Project Deliverables Based on Findings**

With the approval of my committee the project deliverable included a white paper discussing the research study, its shortcomings, and potential pursuits for further research design. To meet the requirements of a position paper, I selected a white paper to complete this project. The intent of the white paper is to inform interested stakeholders within my learning community about the findings of this research. Additionally, a goal of the project is to explore other avenues for accurately assessing levels of thinking that include the
voluntary contributions from stakeholders on how to redesign the BRT as a rubric to make it more reliable and valid.

**Conclusion**

The goal of this study was to fill a gap in educator practice for scoring student writing to include levels of student thinking using the BRT rubric. There is a risk when proposing a study that it is not grounded in familiarity or common practice, such as evaluating student thinking levels. The risk is that the study could be rejected by the participants. This risk was mitigated in two important ways. First, the development of higher order thinking skills is an espoused value of the involved schools. Second, the value is also an educational goal that is highly supported by the teachers who work at the schools. Teachers, however, would like to know that such evaluations are reliable and valid, and that desire reflects the purpose of this study. Teachers want to be able to evaluate how well their students are thinking. Teachers want to prepare students for success in the 21st century global economy. Based on this gap in practice, this research design will provide feedback on whether or not the BRT rubric is valid and reliable. Care has been taken to ensure that all ethical considerations have been addressed and planned for.
Section 3: The Project

Introduction

Section 3 includes information about the project study. In this section, I provide a rationale for my project study selection, a project description, an evaluation of the project, and a discussion of the implications of the project at its culmination. This project is the delivery of a white (i.e., position) paper written for stakeholders within my learning community. The purpose of the white paper is to share the findings from the project study in an applied format that is more consumable for the practitioner.

The white paper provided in Appendix A includes background about the existing problem within the field of education of the lack of reliable and valid assessment tools to evaluate students for HOTs. The purpose of the paper was to provide a brief of the study findings and recommendations for consumption by education practitioners. Based on the additional review of literature, I included information in the white paper on seven important areas for evaluating higher-order thinking, including (a) BRT, (b) types of thinking, (c) learning environments, (d) 21st century learning, (e) HOTs and LOTs, (f) assessment, and (g) rubrics. Finally, in the white paper I outline assumptions and offer recommendations based on my research study results and the research literature—for example, suggested revisions to the BRT to make it a more reliable and valid rubric for scoring student writing for HOTs and LOTs.

Rationale

Using the findings from the study, I developed a position paper to convey my assumptions and recommendations for future research. I had originally considered using
two different approaches for presenting this information, but, based on the research study
results, I concluded that neither professional development nor curriculum development
training would have been appropriate. In the event that the data demonstrated that the
BRT was a reliable and valid tool for scoring student writing for levels of thinking, both
professional development or curriculum training would have been appropriate. Because
the findings did not show that the BRT rubric was a reliable tool for scoring student
thinking, I concluded that it was unwise to provide professional development on its use at
the present time. Instead, I determined that the white paper would be the most appropriate
way to share the research on the current state of the literature and the difficulties I
encountered when evaluating BRT as a potentially valid and reliable tool.

The white paper was a medium through which I provided stakeholders at my
study site and within my learning community with research-based information on scoring
writing for evidence of varied student thinking levels. I also wrote the white paper to
inform and possibly prompt further research to continue exploring a reliable and valid
method for assessing student writing for varied levels of thinking. The assessment of
students’ levels of thinking could be used to promote further instruction to ensure
students develop these necessary skills before graduation.

**Review of the Literature**

When gathering review for this literature review I focused on search terms which
would provide insight on potential project directions. I searched peer-reviewed articles,
journals, and dissertations using the Walden University Library and including the
following databases: Sage Journals, Taylor and Francis, and ERIC. Some search terms
used were professional development, white papers, policy recommendations, HOTs and LOTs, rubrics, and assessments. After searching the following themes emerged: program evaluation and document analysis, white papers as a method of prompting future action in the field, professional development, and scoring writing.

**Policy Recommendations**

During this literature review the most prominent theme to surface focused on the use of research writing to prompt future action in the field. Hassel et al. (2015) identified the use of white papers within a field as a method of presenting current research and making recommendations to professionals in the field. The TYCA authors of the white paper used data collected from a case study on writing courses at 2-year colleges to illuminate placement practice (Hassel et al., 2015). This white paper related to my study because of its focus on social change within the field of education based on the proposal for best practices. A theme in much of the current literature within the field of education is that there should be a reevaluation of the purpose for education and thus a rethinking of the best pathways to achieve necessary reforms through research-based policy recommendations (Hassel et al., 2015).

Roberts-Mahoney, Means, and Garrison (2016) noted the use of policy recommendation in a white paper after analyzing content on personalized learning technology. Roberts-Mahoney et al. study employed purposive (or relevance) sampling and Krippendorff’s alpha coefficient as a statistical measure. The aim of the study was to frame the purpose of public education based on recent document analysis within the field. The researchers initially sampled documents in various formats although each of the 12
documents was considered one unit. The researchers used four thematic questions to code and analyze the data from each unit. Roberts-Mahoney et al. ended the white paper with a prompt for a comprehensive rethinking of the purpose of education through the evaluation of potential best practices and innovations within the field. Similar to my project study, this white paper acts as a call to action around the need for evolution in the practice of designing and use of assessments focused on evidencing deeper levels of learning.

Sotiriou, Riviou, Cherouvis, Chelioti, and Bogner (2016) examined the introduction of large-scale innovation through a white paper discussing the program evaluation of tech supported innovation through a three-phase innovation scheme. The study included participants from 400 schools and yielded four statistically significant themes, with a final evaluation that the school innovation model yielded apparent positive results (Sotiriou et al., 2016). This type of innovation supports current literature regarding the need for the implementation of research based assessment tools to which would demonstrate students capacity for HOTS.

Candal’s and Pioneer Institute for Public Policy Research (2015) white paper discussed case studies from five high performing charter schools in Massachusetts and recommended transitioning the focus from highly qualified teachers to teacher effectiveness. The study recommendations included the following themes: teacher effectiveness, the important of hiring, promoting excellence through modeling and feedback, and the evaluation of student performance (Candal and Pioneer Institute for Public Policy Research, 2015). The authors of the Education Excellence Everywhere
White Paper (2016) additionally discussed the evolution of necessary policies and structures in place to ensure the maintenance of highly effective teachers. The focus of this white paper on the evaluation of student performance lends itself to the pursuit of assessment tools designed to discern students’ capacity for thinking at deeper levels.

Jimerson and Childs (2017) noted the influences on educational policy in a white paper. This white paper recommendation focused on the use of data trends as signals which should determine what actions need to be taken and commitments made by policy makers to obtain the ideal outcomes symbolized within the field of education (Jimerson & Childs, 2017). Educational data use informs policy actors, who must use the signals of effective data trends to frame expectations that align with research to impact practice in an effective way (Jimerson & Childs, 2017). To make necessary changes in educational policy more research must be conducted to shine a light on the need for reform of assessment tools which can better address students’ capacity for 21st century skills such as the application of HOTS.

Within the field of education, there are a number of different white paper formats (Campbell & Naidoo, 2017). Cullen (2018) identified a white paper as an authoritative document used to inform the reader with expert knowledge or research to propose a solution or recommendation. Other purposes for white papers include conveying policy, presenting tech information, sharing information on a completed project to propose future projects, or, in recent years, sharing information for marketing purposes (Hyde, Stolley, & Sakamuno, 2015). The white paper written using the results of my study is rooted in
the dissemination of a call to action regarding the continued evaluation and
implementation of rubrics to assess levels of student thinking.

**HOTs and LOTs**

The development of HOTs is essential for students to reach their potential to
become effective contributing members of society as adults. Developing the capacity to
solve everyday problems and establish solutions when faced with a challenge is not
something that is currently taught in traditional school systems in the United States
(Wiliam, 2011). Traditional schooling models primarily utilize the bottom levels of the
BRT and fail to bridge the gap between the concepts and content learned and the HOTs
necessary to use them (Kaldor, 2018). Scott (2017) delineated three main frameworks of
21st-century skills, including (a) learning and innovation skills, (b) life and career skills,
and (c) information, media, and technology skills of which HOTs are grouped under the
learning and innovation skills. Additionally, Ganapathy and Wai Kit (2017) supported
that the focus of traditional school systems is the reproduction of knowledge versus the
manipulation transformation of information that occurs when a student is working in the
three upper levels of cognitive skills in the BRT: analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. In
order for there to be necessary change in the national vision regarding these deficits,
policymakers must acknowledge the failures of the current system and must make
adjustments that match the evolved expectations for students in the 21st century
competing for employment.

Recent research on the development and assessment of HOTs proposes the
engagement of students in their learning in active learning and student-centered ways
(Jones, 2012). Retnawati, Djiud, Kartianomi, Apino and Anazifa (2018) discussed the element of synergy between stakeholders in the pursuit of training teachers to train students in HOTs. To effectively implement the development of HOTs, teachers, curricular updates, and the continued development of teaching professionals must be at the forefront of this critical implementation (Purnomo, 2017). Problem based learning, discovery learning, inquiry based learning, and any model using contextualized problems will provide the necessary training experiences for students through which they can develop HOTs (Retnawati et al., 2018).

Bartell (2013) proposed that teachers can achieve these types of experiences within their practice by playing an active role in planning, implementing and evaluating HOTs oriented learning. A challenge in the implementation of HOTs-based learning experiences is the misunderstandings that teacher generally have around the types of learning opportunities that could be used to train students for HOTs. While teachers generally value HOTs as the skills students need to solve everyday problems, they are unable to articulate the steps of operational implementation of the necessary learning experiences (Jailani & Retnawati, 2016). According to Jailani & Retnawati (2016) teachers have identified methods for the assessment of HOTs such as contextual based essay prompts, but have not found the link between the measurement of HOTs using the BRT in which they note HOTs as the top three categories: analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. To move forward, educators must develop a clear understanding of HOTs and how to develop, implement, and assess HOTs in order to train students adequately.
Assessment

The absence of a generalizable framework or assessment tool that measures student thinking through writing is the deficit within the field of education. On a large scale, assessment design does not indicate 21st century learning goals including thinking skills (Brown, 2016). Students must demonstrate competencies in critical thinking, problem solving, collaboration, and autonomous independent transfer of knowledge to exercise HOTs (Wagner, 2014). Assessment data focused on thinking and learning must regularly be collected, must inform instruction, and must be pulled from a pool of success criteria universal to the learning community (Brookhart & Chen, 2015; Moss & Brookhart, 2009).

Epstein and Meier (1989) published the Cognitive-Experiential Self Theory (CEST) to measure thinking patterns underlying emotional wellbeing. The CEST examines three independent thought systems: the rational system, the experiential system, and the associationistic system (Epstein & Meier, 1989). This theory of personality aimed at the understanding of practical intelligence assumes that everyday perception and behaviors are influenced and organized mainly by the experiential conceptual system (Epstein & Meier, 1989). The Constructive Thinking Inventory (CTI) was designed out of the desire to understand the experiential system as a measure of intelligence as it was the key system in regulating practical intelligence (Epstein & Meier, 1989). While these measures give insight into the emotional wellbeing and practical intelligence of student’s behaviors, the CTI does not provide an evaluation of HOTs and LOTs within student writing.
Fortunately, based on the deficits in the HOTs and LOTs that businesses and colleges have identified the assessment of thinking has begun to surface in state standardized assessments. Such standardized assessment tools include Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Career (PARCC) and Smarter Balanced Assessments in the form of Performance-Based Assessment components (Benjamin et al., 2012; Herman et al., 2013). Considering that large-scale testing corporations’ attention has begun to focus on this area of need, policy makers and stakeholders informing practice in the field have started to take notice.

This subjectivity inherent in assessment of written work manifests through practice in many ways. Hess et al. (2009) noted the discrepancies in teacher scoring as they fall into old habits of scoring on academic enablers such as student past behaviors or achievements. For example, if a teacher scores an essay and the rubric is vague they are likely to factor in historical subjective observations and associations from interactions with the student in the past. Additionally, a student’s actual academic competence and habits may factor into what a teacher identifies or focuses on if, for example, the student is frequently late in turning in work. The attitude of the teacher may be less open to possibilities of the range of LOTs to HOTs in each student’s writing.

While a good deal of research is available related to classroom assessment, there remains a gap in research around the documentation of student LOTs and HOTs (Wiggins & McTighe, 1998). McMillan (2013) identified the need to develop principles of assessment that document student learning, addressing specifically the necessity for a supporting body of research on classroom assessment. Furthermore, discussed in research
is the need for developing evidence of in-depth descriptions of how teachers summarize and document learning and how that learning progresses (Brookhart, 2013; Vanlommel & Schildkamp, 2018). In the 21st century, with the transformation in the contexts for assessment, Aagaard and Lund (2013) identified the lack of educator’s experience in how to assess collaborative and interactively constructed learning (p. 223).

There is a difference between design of learning questions and the assessment of the thinking generated from those questions. While there are structures in place, such as BRT, to guide the design of learning opportunities and questions that address higher order thinking, there is a breakdown in the assessment of the responses to the questions focused on higher order thinking (Vista et al., 2015). Bøhn (2018) discussed his research in which teachers are familiar with the assessment of the what (knowledge) but are unfamiliar with the how (cognition) which calls for the further development of teachers to understand this difference and begin to develop assessment tools that evaluate student’s abilities to present their discoveries.

In the design of evaluation tools to use in a formative or summative manner, indicators must be identified for ideal student outcomes for specific tasks (ideally HOTs based opportunities) within a given discipline. For example, Atherton (2013) discussed the phases of learning using a Structure of Observed Learning Outcomes taxonomy, in which indicators are checked off as the students’ learning progresses through Piagetian developmental phases beginning with the pre-structural through the extended abstract level in which students transfer from simple to complex applications. Raiyn and Tilchin (2016) proposed a method for the adaptive complex assessment of HOTs through a
problem base learning process. This is a three-stage assessment process that prompts the development of HOTs through each stage of (a) developing the HOTs, (b) developing the HOTs and collaborative skills, and (C)) assessment of the collaborative skills and construction of summative assessments of students (Raiyn & Tilchin, 2016). In addition to the PBL process which is student centered and adaptive in ways that allow for the development of students’ HOTs, researchers have also discussed the necessity of student engagement through choice and flexible assessments as methods through which students develop necessary HOTs.

Pretorius, van Mourik and Barratt (2017) proposed the development of flexible, student choice based assessment through which students are offered options and choose which to pursue. Biggs (2012) noted that student engagement and buy in are considered central to effective educational practice. Authentic assessment task options presented to students allow them to see the transferability of skills being assessed to their future applications (Pretorius et al., 2017). When Pretorius et al. (2017) evaluated assessments based on both product-focused activities and process-focused activities, the assessment tools from the process focused (PBL type activities) were more effective in prompting deeper levels of (HOTs) thinking.

Through the careful examination of best practice in assessments and feedback regularly provided to students, educators can begin to address the gaps in practice of the assessment of thinking. It is no longer an option to assess students using an unbalanced approach in which only LOTS are assessed using traditional standardized and summative measures. Educators must design learning opportunities that demonstrate students
thinking capacity and their ability to apply what they have learning in a variety of setting and for a variety of purposes. These types of reflexive assessments and rubrics for the assessment of thinking can propel students to competencies in skills needed for the 21st Century and competition in a global economy (Dawson, 2015).

Rubrics

The research on training teachers to use rubrics clearly demonstrates the need for comprehensive training in the use of rubrics to ensure the positive effects of rater reliability. While the study results from this research did not deem the BRT reliable or valid, it is possible that with some improvements, it may be reevaluated and found reliable and valid. Taylor and Galaczi (2011) discuss the need for comprehensive teacher training in rubrics based on the element of perception and the need to clarify evidence in student work when compared with rubric criteria. Often questioned in current research is how well teachers understand the constructs that are being assessed using a rubric and how this is an additional area in which teacher training is required when assessing students using criteria-based rubrics (Yildiz, 2011). Bøhn (2018) maintained that teachers as raters using rubrics effectively, can significantly impact student learning opportunities to establish genuine learning around HOTs.

The research is also clear on the importance of using rubrics. When comparing the benefits of rubrics to comprehensive graded category rating scales, Dogan and Uluman (2017) found that rubrics provide better access to consistent, genuine, formative assessment as a method of student feedback. Hassel (2015) found that measuring student learning in a manner that provides clear criteria (a rubric) makes
visible the measurement of student thinking and learning. While this is a more time-consuming method of measurement and is not without challenge, the tradeoff of effort is worthwhile as once the levels of expected proficiency have been delineated, genuine assessment of learning and progress can occur in an objective fashion.

The research is clear that rubrics can and should be used to measure HOTs. For example, Rembach and Dison (2016) studied the transformation of taxonomies into rubrics and demonstrated learning benefits in determining student’s cognitive capacity when faced with set tasks. Constructive alignments (CA) between course descriptions, learning objectives, teaching and learning, and assessment must be interrelated for deep learning to occur (Biggs & Tang, 2011). Furthermore, Rembach and Dison (2016) note the promotion of HOTs when teachers, scorers, and students, had access to rubrics all the time to use as a feedback tool to gauge progress. Using rubrics to determine levels of student thinking in combination with learning structures designed for authentic learning is imperative to the successful evaluation of student’s competencies (Hohmann & Grillo, 2014). This type of interconnected planning and assessment requires that educators are trained in a comprehensive manner with opportunities for coaching and mentoring through continue professional development and collaborative efforts.

Professional Development

In an effort to determine methods for implementing next steps in the field based on the evaluation of current research, I examined literature on professional development design and best practice. Jacobson (2016) emphasized the importance of scaffolded sessions, which are presented in a variety of structures that support discourse among
collaborating educators. While Derrington and Kirk (2017) focused a case study on the efficacy of job-embedded professional development by collecting data from interviews of participants at 28 K-12 schools. After the completion of the coding process a master list emerged regarding effective job embedded professional development highlighting a call for professional development to be learner centered, knowledge centered, community centered, and assessment centered. Lauer, Christopher, Firpo-Triplett, and Buchting (2014) reviewed literature which echoed the necessity for professional development to be focused on participant outcomes through the focus on professional development design being learner centered.

**Project Description**

The project for this research study was a position paper that was shared with stakeholders in my learning community and local community. The findings shared in this position paper are a stimulus for continued study of the assessment of HOTs and LOTs within my learning community. It is the goal of the white paper to act as a catalyst for the continued pursuit of best practices in preparing our students for 21st-century competition in a global and local society.

The white paper shared with stakeholders of the findings of this research, of the continued need for evaluation of student thinking, the possibility of using a rubric based on Blooms Revised Taxonomy (BRT) to score levels of thinking in writing samples, and the need for substantial professional development of teachers to utilize a BRT based rubric if it is found to be a reliable and valid tool in future studies. My further research recommendations in the white paper focus on the need for professional development on
utilizing a BRT as a rubric in the event that once is designed and found to be a reliable and valid scoring tool. This is consistent with other research on using rubrics to score student written work (Holt et al., 2015).

The white paper as a project is intended to be emailed to stakeholders and those within the learning community, therefore, limited resources will be needed for the project. I will need a computer, access to the internet, as well as the email addresses for the institutions and community directories to which the project will be emailed. Potential barriers to the dissemination of this project will be the accuracy of emails recorded in directories of stakeholders and those within the learning community. Having access to the newsletter posting for both my charter school directory and the other charter school directory will provide a solution to this potential barrier. This project will be emailed once final project acceptance is received from Walden University’s Chief Academic Officer. Upon emailing the project, the accompanying evaluation link will begin to auto generate based on the readership of the white paper and feedback stakeholders provide. My role in this project will be to disseminate the white paper to stakeholders from both charter schools and within my learning community.

The white paper will be emailed to key stakeholders within my local learning community such as school board members, the council for our municipality, our parent body, teachers, school leaders and additional coalitions and outreach programs within my local community. This white paper will also be emailed to the faculty (via the director of professional development) of the public charter school with which we share educational practice around development of students thinking capacity. This charter school is a
regional professional development training center for charter schools in the state of Colorado and is in perpetual pursuit of best practices and remains interested in how current research impacts the field.

Once the white paper has been emailed to the key stakeholders I will analyze the project evaluation feedback to guide next steps in the continued exploration of the BRT as a reliable and valid rubric for scoring thinking in writing samples. Using the information collected from the project evaluation as well as the results from this study, I will continue to analyze ways to improve the BRT as a rubric for scoring writing. For example, categorizing the BRT levels into three groups encompassing the evidence from the varied levels included. An additional adjustment in addition to improving upon the BRT could be the enhancement of job-embedded professional development opportunities during which educators norming the process for scoring writing using the BRT.

**Project Evaluation Plan**

To evaluate this project, I will share a Google Form questionnaire with all stakeholders with whom the position paper was shared. The voluntary one-item questionnaire requests that stakeholders provide suggestions that would help make the BRT rubric more valid and reliable. The results from this questionnaire automatically pool into a Google Sheet linked to the Google Forms questionnaire. The results of the questionnaire provided stakeholder input on further pursuit of the BRT-based rubric for scoring varied levels of thinking through student writing samples. Collecting suggestions from stakeholders regarding methods of improving the BRT for scoring will likely elicit a range of suggestions through which those focused on best practice and current research
will be most valuable. Key stakeholders whose project evaluations would be most useful will be educators, school leaders, or those who inform policy within the learning community.

**Project Implications**

This project provided a starting point for the continued development of teacher’s awareness of HOTs and LOTs as well as the continued professional development of teacher’s capacity for providing learning experiences in which students can develop these HOTs and evaluate student success. Furthermore, this project aimed to build awareness and interest in the field around the use of a rubric to score student levels of cognition within writing. Additionally, this study has provided a starting point of data which could be used to modify and improve the rubric from which point another validation study could be conducted to see if the modified version is any more valid and reliable than the first.

While the implications of the study are largely a body of evidence positioned as a starting point for the continued redesign of the BRT as a rubric for scoring thinking, the factors preceding reevaluation in further study of this, may include a more comprehensive preparation program. Building teacher awareness of the BRT and students varied levels of thought to ensure a firm understanding of the importance of HOTs and LOTs is a critical touchpoint before educators are able to articulate the scaffolded implementations necessary for students to develop these skills. Once an educator is able to make this articulation, the focus should shift to the development of a BRT based rubric.
as a scoring tool and the sustained and evaluated professional development opportunities
for teachers to practice implementation and use of the rubric to score writing for thinking.
Section 4: Reflections and Conclusions

Introduction

In this section, I discuss my study on the use of the BRT as a rubric for assessing seventh-grade student thinking. The project study purpose was to determine if the BRT, as a rubric, would be a reliable and valid scoring tool to evaluate student writing samples for varied levels of thinking. Participants in the study included eight middle school teachers from public charter schools, both of which focus on developing HOTs. Participants engaged in a brief training in the use of BRT as a scoring rubric for student thinking. The findings from the research led me to develop a white paper to distribute to local stakeholders in my learning community as well as the other charter school from which participants were invited.

I used a quantitative, nonexperimental research design to investigate the discriminant validity of the BRT as a rubric and the interrater reliability between teachers scoring student samples of writing. This methodology allowed me to evaluate the variables in the context in which they naturally occur. Phelan and Wren (2006) hold that interrater reliability assesses the degree to which two raters agree in their determination of a score. Therefore, I quantitatively analyzed teachers’ use of the BRT as assessment rubric criteria to evaluate students’ levels of thinking using archived writing samples. Participants scored writing samples using confidential Google Sheet logins to input their scores based on a scale ranging from one to six (1) Remembering, (2) Understanding, (3) Applying, (4) Analyzing, (5) Evaluating, and (6) Creating associated with the six BRT levels.
In analyzing data, I determined that the BRT is not reliable or valid as a rubric in the circumstances of my project study which offered limited teacher training based on the BRT rubric. The information gathered from my data collection provided a very clear direction regarding necessary components in professional development around teachers’ capacity to utilize the BRT as a rubric for assessing thinking. The white paper includes background information about the study, in addition to a discussion of the challenges associated with educator awareness and implementation of the BRT both to design learning opportunities in which student can develop HOTs, as well as using BRT as rubric criteria with which to evaluate thinking.

In this section, I reflect on the BRT as a reliable and valid rubric for scoring student thinking. I address how a BRT-based scoring tool might be a benefit to those designing, implementing, and assessing learning opportunities in which students develop and demonstrate HOTs. I also speak to the strengths and limitations of my project study, offer recommendations of future research, and deliberate the propositions of my research.

**Project Strengths and Limitations**

**Strengths**

The strength of my project stems from the drafting of a position paper that requests further evaluation of examples of educational practice of the competencies listed in the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OCED) Learning Framework 2030 (OCED, 2018). OCED (2018) identified five challenges commonly found within the field of education, noting the impact that the level of content has on a student’s ability to authentically engage in the learning process and to reach deeper levels
of learning. My project deliverable, which is in the form of a position paper on the necessity for the study of the assessment of HOTs and LOTs study, is rooted in the constructivist framework and focuses on the examination of the BRT as a potential tool that could be used to reliably and validly assess students’ thinking capacity in a measurable manner.

Additionally, the position paper I wrote reinforces the necessity of continuing to explore alternatives for assessment ultimately focused on students’ HOTs capacity. Soland, Hamilton, and Stecher (2013) discussed the use of interim assessment that provides actionable information based on a student’s demonstration of skills such as critical thinking. There is a lack of research focused on the lack of assessment and feedback regarding the stages of development for 21st century cognitive competencies (Soland et al., 2013). The authors of the OCED Education 2030 project asked for a reorientation of the purpose and intention of education and specifically discussed the need for contributions from researchers and experts to strengthen this need for change (OCED, 2018). My project study strengthens this call to action for the continued investigation of reliable and valid assessment tools for the assessment of HOTs and LOTs.

Limitations

Although I did not determine that the BRT was a reliable and valid tool for scoring writing for varied thinking levels, I was able to provide data in the project white paper that may spare another researcher spending time pursuing the same research. Another researcher may find the references in my white paper to be a viable starting point
for continued research. The white paper contributes to the field through the recommendation of next steps in the evaluation of the BRT as a reliable and valid rubric for scoring thinking.

I have identified three limitations of my project. The first is the likelihood that within my small learning community that not many people will be pursuing postgraduate research that would be published on a more global scale to be later accessible in the field. Teachers, administrators, and parents of students within my learning community may not be willing to begin research that directly picks up where my study left off and where the white paper makes recommendations for future research. Additionally, those stakeholders not directly involved in the development and assessment of HOTs may be more focused on the remedial pressures of the learning community. For example, they may be more likely to pursue the enhancement of students’ achievement scores if they are below grade level.

The second limitation of my project is a significant lack of funding within my learning community. As an independent, public charter school, not governed by the local school district and therefore not eligible for receiving the same funding that the local school district receives in the way of the local tax monies. Based on this funding disparity in per pupil revenue, my learning community is likely unable to bridge the gap in funding and therefore is not in a financial position to provide the necessary enhancements for training and development for teachers.

A third limitation to my project is the dissemination of a research project that does not yield a reliable or valid tool for the assessment of HOTS and LOTS. While the study I
have reported has collected and analyzed data, the study data did not show that the BRT is not a reliable or valid tool for the assessment of thinking levels as found in student writing. Although this is a limitation of my project, it also brings to light the necessity for the continued exploration of this line of research. One potential reason for this project limitation is that the research study was lacking in comprehensive, job embedded, professional development units specifically intended to familiarize teachers with HOTs and scoring writing for thinking using the BRT. The participants were only briefly exposed to the BRT for scoring HOTs and LOTs in student writing samples. Teachers should be comprehensively trained in designing, implementing, and assessing HOTs (Purnomo, 2017). Further development would be required that was focused solely on using the BRT as a rubric for scoring student writing samples for HOTs.

**Recommendations for Alternative Approaches**

This project study yielded data that is useful to the field for future studies that will use to make further contributions to the practice of accurately assessing HOTs. The white paper provides current research on the best practices for critical components necessary to fill this gap in practice of assessing students HOTs or LOTs. My overall recommendation is that future research on using the BRT as a rubric would include comprehensive development of teacher’s awareness of HOTs and LOTs and the BRT, as well as exhaustive training in using the BRT as a rubric for scoring writing. This study provided only a brief training in the use of the BRT to score writing, while a more in depth training on using of the BRT to score writing could have impacted the statistical significance of the study.
To address the gap in practice of assessing students for the development and demonstration of HOTs using the BRT as a rubric, data were collected to determine if the BRT was a reliable and valid tool. The analysis of the collected data revealed that the BRT was not a reliable or valid scoring tool. There are many factors that may have influenced this data, for example in this study there was only a very brief exposure and training with the BRT as a scoring rubric. An extension to this study that may rectify that deficit could be a more comprehensive training and awareness of HOTs and the BRT as a scoring rubric. This type of enhancement to the existing study could provide the structure needed to reevaluate the BRT to potentially be deemed reliable and valid to fill this gap in practice around assessment of HOTs.

An alternative approach to the project could be the redevelopment of the BRT into a more user friendly rubric for scoring writing. A professional development training center works with a distillation of the BRT which divides it into three levels of cognition by grouping the BRT into three categories; Level 1 or factual information that can be looked up in a book to include the following levels of BRT: remembering, Level 2 or the why or the how which takes the thinking to a procedural level of the BRT: understanding, applying, analyzing, and Level 3 or the universal (human connection) level of conditional knowledge including the why does this matter levels of the BRT: evaluating and creating (personal communication, Freeman, 2018). This type of improvement on the structure of the BRT influenced rubric could prove valid and reliable if reevaluated using the same research study methodology.
While additional theoretical frameworks exist to determine which type of thinking is occurring, the specific focus on thinking as visible through writing poses the need for a rubric using language similar to that students would use at each level of thinking. The level of the BRT lends itself to this type of scoring as each level includes action verbs which directly show what type of thinking is being discussed, for example at the highest end of the BRT is creation in which one may identify the verbs: design, compose, hypothesize, collaborate. Perhaps the study could be redefined to assess the influence of certain prompts and the degree to which they elicit language that demonstrates HOTS are occurring. Brookhart (2010) discussed the necessity for educators to design rubrics that represent a balance of content and thinking, which take into account the cognitive intentions for an assignment or prompt. Rather than scoring writing for levels of thinking, the evaluation could fall on the creation of assignments, prompts, or problems that are intended to elicit HOTS and if they are successful or not.

Scholarship, Project Development, and Leadership and Change

Scholarship

Scholarship in a field represents the pursuit of knowledge and academic learning that takes place in the process of deep study. The scholarly pursuit of this project study has prepared me to identify challenges, collect stakeholder input, conduct research, analyze data, and organize it into a scholarly level format to present. This program has also strengthened my skills as an administrator in the areas of engaging in dialogue with my colleagues, and acting in a leadership role to incite positive social change within my
learning community. This program has also helped me to network with other charter school administrators and professionals in the spirit of collaboration within the field.

Throughout my doctoral journey, I have engaged in scholarly research. Writing in a scholarly tone was a challenge at first, but through working with the writing center as well as my committee chair, I enhanced my writing skills. Writing in a scholarly tone requires that one follow the MEAL plan in which you develop a Main idea, provide Evidence, Analysis, and a Lead out. While simple in nature, this format helped me to organize my writing into an acceptable level that was deemed a scholarly tone. The writing center also helped to wean out the passive voice in my writing.

The scholarship required for this doctoral journey also prepared me to think analytically about current research and to synthesis knowledge and apply it to my research. Using the university library was a challenge at first, but through the process of searching for related articles and studies, I honed my skills in locating highly specific information. To complete my literature reviews for my project study, as well as my white paper, I searched and located credible, peer-reviewed articles to support my research topic. Consuming the articles and selecting relevant data to prove I achieved data saturation on my topic required that I read through studies and research to use as evidence of a comprehensive search. This level of exposure to current reliable research provided the next level of awareness of the formatting and scholarly tone used to convey a position within the field of educational research.

An additional challenge I faced throughout this doctoral journey was time management. It was incredibly difficult to work full-time, provide the level of care
necessary for my family, and participate in this doctoral program. Knowing that my health was at risk with atypical migraines induced by stress required that I balance my life to the most minute details. Setting a schedule to work for a few hours every other day after my child’s bedtime and my own worked for most of my program. Towards the last year unplanned events in my life threw in new struggles. This program has taught me perseverance, but also the skills and time management necessary to take a project from start to finish no matter what barriers I encounter.

**Project Development and Evaluation**

This program has helped me develop the skills necessary to develop a quality project to begin to address the gap in practice within my learning community. Based on the data analysis and the necessary next steps for future research to prove the BRT a reliable and valid tool for scoring writing for HOTs, a position paper was the best suited project to pursue. Being that I had limited experience in formatting a white paper, I spent time initially researching white papers related to educational position statements and policy recommendations. Cullen (2018) identified a white paper as an authoritative document used to inform the reader or expert knowledge and research or to argue a specific recommendation or solution within the field.

To begin my white paper, I first identified my audience as stakeholders within my local learning community. As the white paper developed, I decided to include school leaders from two additional charter schools, one of which is within my local school district and the other a part of my charter schools governing body for the state of Colorado. Both charter schools included as an audience for my position paper, focus on
HOTs as an integral component of genuine student learning. At first it was overwhelming to consider consolidating my existing research into easily digestible themes for my white paper. However, once I began this process, new revelations and conjectures began to emerge around themes of best practice in current and necessary next steps for future research in assessment of thinking.

The initial sections of my white paper include background information on the local problem as well as my proposed solution to bridge the gap in practice. I organized the white paper in a fashion that allows the reader to scaffold their understanding of necessary components for the design of learning opportunities during which students can develop HOTs, the implementation of their learning opportunities, as well as the capacities educators must possess to assess thinking using the BRT as a potential rubric. All stakeholders within my learning community, as well as the school leaders from the two charter schools, will receive a link to an evaluation survey via Google Sheets, which they can select to complete as a form of evaluation of my white paper.

**Leadership and Change**

Throughout my experiences while conducting this study I have developed into a school leader prepared to act as an agent for change within my learning community. It has become habit to uncover the root of problems existing within my learning community and to propose solutions after researching best practice. The information from my research study has been used to take next steps in preparing teachers to understand HOTs, how to design learning opportunities to develop HOTs, how to implement these learning
opportunities and to continue to pursue a reliable and valid rubric to assess student thinking.

In my role as a school leader focused on inciting positive social change within my learning community, I am as a scholar prepared to organize meetings in which the use of current research within the field combined with local data is utilized to address challenges. I have learned to communicate clearly with faculty when sharing a vision or direction, a skill critical to creating the investment of human capital. Additionally, I have developed the habit of creating surveys to gather confidential opinions and ideas from my faculty. For example, surveys similar to the questionnaire accompanying my white paper have been instrumental in getting real time, honest feedback from staff and faculty around certain topics of interest related to improvements in my learning community. This practice has proven incredibly helpful in encouraging the faculty to be heard when they feel passionate about an opportunity or solution.

**Reflection on the Importance of the Work**

The results of my project study have the potential to incite positive social change which demonstrates the importance of this work. Continued pursuit of the use of the BRT as a rubric for scoring HOTs will contribute to the gap in practice that exists in which HOTs are developed but not assessed. If BRT is used as a rubric, when students are provided with formative feedback demonstrating criteria of HOTs, they will easily be able to adjust their product to add missing criteria based on the rubric. These types of metacognitive, self-reflective habits in a student will provide them the skills to compete in a global job market as graduates. Ganapathy and Wai Kit (2017) asserted that the focus
of traditional school systems is the reproduction of knowledge versus the manipulation and transformation of information that occurs when a student is working in the three upper levels of cognitive skills in the BRT: analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. For there to be necessary change in the national vision regarding these deficits, policymakers must acknowledge the failures of the current system and must make adjustments that match the evolved expectations for students in the 21st century competing for employment.

Current research demonstrates assessment design does not indicate 21st century learning goals including thinking skills (Lamb et al., 2017). Students must demonstrate competencies in critical thinking, problem solving, collaboration, and autonomous independent transfer of knowledge to exercise HOTs (Wagner, 2014). Assessment data focused on thinking and learning must regularly be collected, must inform instruction, and must be pulled from a pool of success criteria universal to the learning community (Brookhart & Chen, 2015; Moss & Brookhart, 2009).

My project will reinforce the necessity for stakeholders and school leaders within my learning community to invest in the pursuit of a reliable and valid rubric using the BRT for scoring student thinking which will ultimately enhance students thinking capacity. I envision the development and assessment of HOTs as a learning benefit that will impact the field of education as it evolves from traditional pursuits of education to new improved learning opportunities in which students thinking is assessed using a reliable and valid assessment tool.
Implications, Applications, and Directions for Future Research

The implications for this project study will affect my local learning community. Research on the challenge of assessing student thinking must be followed up on with further investigation of the BRT as a reliable and valid rubric. To take this research to the next phase, the professional learning community must undergo development in understanding HOTs, designing opportunities for learning in which these HOTs are developed as well as assessed. Within my learning community, we allocate two hours per week for faculty to collaborate and address schoolwide goals. I recommend that the development around HOTs and assessment ensue, which can be followed by a reevaluation of BRT as a reliable and valid tool for assessing thinking.

The involvement of other school leaders and passionate educators will be imperative to the application of this recommendation or the focus on the development of and assessment of HOTs. The digital portfolio software in which the student writing samples are collected and assessed for thinking capacity will provide the ability for tracking student thinking development over time. This type of scaffolded evidence of a student’s ability to demonstrate HOTs in writing will provide an alternative form of assessment than previously exists in a currently standardized test heavy field. All stakeholders in the local learning community may benefit if the recommendations of this project are in fact applied.

Conclusion

The project study focused on bridging the gap in practice of assessing student thinking. The participants included eight middle school teachers at the target school.
Participants scored writing samples for thinking using the BRT. Unfortunately, the teachers were only briefly trained to use the BRT as a scoring rubric and the data did not support that it was a reliable or valid scoring tool. However, data variabilities prompted the examination of potential structures and frameworks that may contribute to the redesign and reevaluation of the BRT as a scoring tool. Additionally, variabilities in data from this study may also suggest that a more comprehensive training of the teachers in the understanding and development of HOTs as well as the use of the BRT as a rubric would improve the reliability and validity as the BRT as a scoring tool. Possible recommendations for future research are the redesign and reevaluation of the BRT as a reliable and valid scoring tool following the comprehensive development of educators in teaching HOTs and the concurrent assessment of thinking using the BRT as a scoring rubric. I hope that I will be able to lead my learning community teachers in making these recommendations become a reality.
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Appendix A: White Paper

Developing and Evaluating High Order Thinking Skills

Abstract

The purpose of this study was to determine if Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy (BRT) could be used as a rubric to validate and reliably assess student thinking as demonstrated in written work. This quantitative, non-experimental project study is rooted in Bloom’s developmental theory of knowledge construction through varying levels of thinking skills. This study explored the inter-rater reliability of a scoring BRT rubric for assessing students’ levels of lower to higher order thinking. This study promotes positive social change validating a rubric to quantify and assess student thinking. This type of structured scoring process could lead to more widespread teaching of and assessing higher order thinking skills (HOTs) that promote quality of life in the 21st century.

Introduction

Students are ill-prepared to face uncertainty and develop solutions for 21st century challenges; many of which are still unidentified. In order to be prepared, students must learn higher-order thinking skills (HOTS) (Heick, 2016). There are many initiatives to teach HOTS. There are some assessments for HOTS, but they are unwieldy and the scoring is subjective (Silvia et al., 2008). In order to remedy this deficit in our society, educators must begin to assess student’s ability to think.

Currently, the United States of America, a leader in developed nations, lags in comparison to other nations in achievement as represented on international assessment charts (Comparative & International Education Society, 2014). A contributing factor to
this deficit in achievement is that teacher do not have a reliable tool for assessing student writing. Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy is a quantitative categorical scoring taxonomy that could be used to measure HOTS. This could have a great positive social impact as some have said that our students’ HOTS may build a bridge to close the achievement gap between the US Education System and our global competitors (Wiliam, 2011).

The Study

A study was conducted to examine the reliability and validity of using the BRT to score student writing for varied levels of thinking. In the design of this study the author intended to have teachers score writing samples using the BRT as a taxonomy for scoring. The study included a brief training session preceding the scoring of the student writing samples in which the author provided an overview of the BRT and some sample exercises in scoring writing. The results of the study could not prove that the BRT was a reliable and valid scoring tool for student thinking. The mistake made was in that the design only included a brief participant training. If intensive training with using the BRT to score student work was implemented, the BRT could very well be the solution needed to the problem of scoring writing for varied levels of thinking, including HOTs. After the research study was complete, the findings were used to design a project that would prompt positive social change within my learning community. For this project, I selected the dissemination of a position paper.

The goals of the position paper are to discuss the lack of assessment tools for scoring students levels of thinking. An explanation of the suggested adjustments will be addressed to prompt further research on this deficiency within the field of education.
In my research, I used a quantitative research design. The research questions asked in this study are:

RQ1: What is the relationship between teacher grades for each writing sample and the BRT-based LOTS-HOTS ratings for each writing sample?

RQ2. Will there be moderate (>.7) or better inter-rater reliability demonstrated by middle school teachers’ ratings using BRT for scoring multiple writing samples of student demonstrations of thinking?

RQ3. Will there be moderate (>.7) or better inter-rater reliability demonstrated by the true population Krippendorf alpha estimates between middle school teachers’ ratings using the BRT scoring rubric for multiple samples of student demonstrations of thinking?

I collected data using Google Sheets to confidentially collect my data from the teacher participants. I organized the data collected using the student writing assignments by copying and pasting the data from Google Sheets into predetermined variables defined in the IBM Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) to determine relationships between original teacher scores and the BRT rubric scores (validity) and inter-rater reliability. My data analysis did not find evidence of validity or reliability that the BRT rubric in its current form was a valid and reliable rubric for assessing levels of thinking through the analysis of student writing samples.

The following graphic in Table 1: Levels of Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy was used as the rubric structure for scoring writing in this study in combination with the graphic in Table 2: Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy 249 Verbs.
Table 1

**Levels of Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Skill</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Creating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Evaluating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Analyzing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Applying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Understanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Remembering</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* From “Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy (BRT) Verbs and Similar Verbs from Higher Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) down to Lower Order Thinking Skills (LOTS),” by *Crockett, R.* Staff Global Citizenship Copyright 2017. Adapted with permission.
Table 2

Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy 249 Action Verbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knowledge</th>
<th>Understand</th>
<th>Apply</th>
<th>Analyze</th>
<th>Evaluate</th>
<th>Create</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>define</td>
<td>explain</td>
<td>solve</td>
<td>compare</td>
<td>reframe</td>
<td>design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>identify</td>
<td>describe</td>
<td>apply</td>
<td>classify</td>
<td>criticize</td>
<td>compose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>describe</td>
<td>interpret</td>
<td>illustrate</td>
<td>contrast</td>
<td>evaluate</td>
<td>create</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>label</td>
<td>paraphrase</td>
<td>modify</td>
<td>distinguish</td>
<td>order</td>
<td>plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>list</td>
<td>summarize</td>
<td>use</td>
<td>infer</td>
<td>appraise</td>
<td>combine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>name</td>
<td>classify</td>
<td>calculate</td>
<td>separate</td>
<td>judge</td>
<td>formulate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>state</td>
<td>compare</td>
<td>change</td>
<td>explain</td>
<td>support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>match</td>
<td>differentiate</td>
<td>choose</td>
<td>select</td>
<td>compare</td>
<td>hypothesize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recognize</td>
<td>discuss</td>
<td>demonstrate</td>
<td>categorize</td>
<td>decide</td>
<td>substitute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>select</td>
<td>distinguish</td>
<td>discover</td>
<td>connect</td>
<td>discriminate</td>
<td>write</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>examine</td>
<td>extend</td>
<td>experiment</td>
<td>differentiate</td>
<td>recommend</td>
<td>compile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>locate</td>
<td>predict</td>
<td>relate</td>
<td>discriminate</td>
<td>summarize</td>
<td>construct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>memorize</td>
<td>associate</td>
<td>show</td>
<td>divide</td>
<td>assess</td>
<td>develop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quote</td>
<td>contrast</td>
<td>sketch</td>
<td>order</td>
<td>choose</td>
<td>generalize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recall</td>
<td>convert</td>
<td>complete</td>
<td>point out</td>
<td>convince</td>
<td>legislate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reproduce</td>
<td>demonstrate</td>
<td>construct</td>
<td>prioritize</td>
<td>date</td>
<td>modify</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tabulate</td>
<td>estimate</td>
<td>dramatize</td>
<td>subdivide</td>
<td>estimate</td>
<td>organize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tell</td>
<td>express</td>
<td>interpret</td>
<td>survey</td>
<td>find errors</td>
<td>prepare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>copy</td>
<td>identify</td>
<td>manipulate</td>
<td>advertise</td>
<td>grade</td>
<td>produce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discover</td>
<td>indicate</td>
<td>paint</td>
<td>appraise</td>
<td>measure</td>
<td>rearrange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>duplicate</td>
<td>infer</td>
<td>prepare</td>
<td>break down</td>
<td>predict</td>
<td>rewrite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enumerate</td>
<td>relate</td>
<td>produce</td>
<td>calculate</td>
<td>rank</td>
<td>role-play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>list</td>
<td>restate</td>
<td>report</td>
<td>conclude</td>
<td>score</td>
<td>adapt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>observe</td>
<td>select</td>
<td>teach</td>
<td>correlate</td>
<td>select</td>
<td>articulate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>omit</td>
<td>translate</td>
<td>act</td>
<td>criticize</td>
<td>test</td>
<td>arrange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read</td>
<td>ask</td>
<td>administer</td>
<td>deduce</td>
<td>argue</td>
<td>assemble</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recite</td>
<td>cite</td>
<td>articulate</td>
<td>devise</td>
<td>conclude</td>
<td>choose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>record</td>
<td>discover</td>
<td>chart</td>
<td>diagram</td>
<td>consider</td>
<td>collaborate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>report</td>
<td>generalize</td>
<td>collect</td>
<td>dissect</td>
<td>criticize</td>
<td>collect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>retell</td>
<td>give examples</td>
<td>compute</td>
<td>estimate</td>
<td>debate</td>
<td>devise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>visualize</td>
<td>group</td>
<td>determine</td>
<td>evaluate</td>
<td>distinguish</td>
<td>express</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>judge</td>
<td>employ</td>
<td>focus</td>
<td>justify</td>
<td>imagine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>observe</td>
<td>establish</td>
<td>illustrate</td>
<td>persuade</td>
<td>infer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>order</td>
<td>examine</td>
<td>organize</td>
<td>rate</td>
<td>intervene</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>report</td>
<td>explain</td>
<td>outline</td>
<td>weigh</td>
<td>justify</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>represent</td>
<td>interview</td>
<td>plan</td>
<td>make</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>research</td>
<td>judge</td>
<td>question</td>
<td>manage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>review</td>
<td>list</td>
<td>test</td>
<td>negotiate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rewrite</td>
<td>operate</td>
<td>originate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>show</td>
<td>practice</td>
<td>propose</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trace</td>
<td>predict</td>
<td>reorganize</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transform</td>
<td>record</td>
<td>report</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. From “249 Bloom’s Taxonomy Verbs for Critical Thinking,” by Heick, T. Teach Thought Staff. Copyright 2017 by TeachThought. Adapted with permission.
Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy

Among the constructivist learning theories, there are social constructivist theories and cognitive constructivist theories (Biggs, 1996). Constructivist learning is an active learning process through which learners scaffold and adapt what they know according to new information (Shepard, 2000). Within constructivist learning theory there are two main assessment frameworks; a) authentic assessments which focus on higher order thinking and knowledge integration, and b) developmental assessments which focus on diagnosing a student’s readiness in order to adjust instruction (Mokharti, Yellin, Bull, & Montgomery, 1996).

BRT is based upon Benjamin Bloom’s taxonomy, originally designed by Bloom in 1956 along with a group of educational psychologists, classified educational objectives into six categories (Sultana, 2010). After more than forty years of instructional design based on Bloom's original taxonomy, Anderson, Krathwohl, and Bloom (2001) revised the taxonomy to include the previously classified thinking skills as cognitive strategies in verb form with create replacing evaluate at the top of the hierarchy. BRT is a widely used guide for the design of curriculum and evaluation of instructional opportunities within the field (Forehand, 2010; Thompson & O'Loughlin, 2015).
Table 1

Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy (BRT) Verbs and Similar Verbs from Higher Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) down to Lower Order Thinking Skills (LOTS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BRT Verbs</th>
<th>Similar Verbs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creating</td>
<td>Designing, constructing, planning, producing, inventing, inventing, devising, making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluating</td>
<td>Checking, hypothesizing, critiquing, experimenting, judging, testing, detecting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyzing</td>
<td>Comparing, organizing, deconstructing, attributing, outlining, finding, structuring, integrating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applying</td>
<td>Implementing, carrying out, using, executing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding</td>
<td>Interpreting, summarizing, inferring, paraphrasing, classifying, comparing, explaining, exemplifying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remembering</td>
<td>Recognizing, listing, describing, identifying, retrieving, naming, locating, finding</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LOTS: Lower Order Thinking Skills**

*Note.* From “Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy (BRT) Verbs and Similar Verbs from Higher Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) down to Lower Order Thinking Skills (LOTS),” by Crockett, R. Global Citizen Copyright 2017. Adapted with permission.
While changes have occurred in the approach to teaching, there is still a gap in the practice of developing and implementing assessments which require students to demonstrate higher order cognitive progressions including the BRT categories of evaluation and creation of new knowledge, as well as metacognitive awareness of these thinking skills (Draper, 2015). Bezuidenhout and Alt (2011) noted that Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy was developed to foster the development of assessments focused on varied cognitive demonstrations (Bezuidenhout & Alt, 2011; Adams, 2015). Haolader, Avi and Foysol (2015) identify that this type of structured construction of knowledge occurs in the design phase of education. For example, BRT is used to design questions to ask students during small group discussions at a particular level such as the understanding level. Haolader et al. (2015) point out that BRT is rarely, if ever part of the design of assessment tools. This study seeks to use BRT explicitly for assessment as a rubric.

Indeed, most educators currently practicing in the field do not commonly assess BRT levels at any point. Instead, teachers’ assessments largely focus on summative assessment of content recall and organization (Huitt, 2011). Educators could emphasize that instead of task completion, that the ultimate goal is profound and genuine learning. Instead of just a grade, we could have an evaluation of whether or not thinking and learning have taken place (Brookhart, 2013). Teachers could have a consistent focus on student thinking assessment with BRT rubrics; teachers could use BRT rubric data as a central tool for driving the next instructional steps for all students (Wiliam, 2011).

Educators strive to stimulate higher levels of thinking through learning opportunities, therefore the assessment of student progress is required for continued
growth (Cunningham & De Aquino, 2015). To teach for advancements in student thinking, we must be able to assess student thinking as our students develop their ability to apply content effectively (Nkhoma, Lam, Sriratanaviriyakul, Richardson, Kam, & Lau, 2017). The field requires the development of a quantitative assessment of thinking to track this growth and evaluate student preparedness to tackle tasks that require higher-order thinking (Rembach & Dison, 2016). The BRT rubric, with additional research and development, could one day serve that purpose.

**Types of Thinking**

Thinking is constructed in a context. Much like instructional strategies vary based on the students in a given classroom, the type of thinking one employs depends on the application of thought required (Hung, 2006). Different types of thinking are good for different types of tasks. In the event that a task requires divergent thinking, the thinker would generate as many possible solutions or theories as one can regard a concept or topic (Gallavan & Kottler, 2012; Kaufman, Lee, Baer, & Lee, 2007). Hurson (2008) described productive thinking as a process through which one combines knowledge with critical or creative thinking. My analysis of literature reveals a gap in practice on assessing students for the critical capacity of either divergent or productive thinking (Lam, 2017).

This gap is highlighted by the historical emphasis in curriculum and standardized assessments on convergent thinking tasks, or tasks in which thinkers are expected to apply content or knowledge to complete a finite or defined task. There is a lack of instruction in using converged ideas or content associations to create diverging solutions
to proposed challenges (Kaufman et al., 2007). Recent attempts have been made to infiltrate standardized assessments with performance tasks which require varied levels of divergent thinking (CCSSI, 2010). There appears to be a disconnect between the convergent thinking required on tests and the divergent thinking required for solving real-world problems.

Tests and real-world problems both have objectives. Governments and schools list objectives in standards, and then assess based upon those standards. While students are completing tasks in school, the idea is that they learn and develop an understanding of a concept or skill often tied to a standard or benchmark. However, a student may arrive at an answer being unsure of how they got to the answer, because subconscious connections were being made by their mind all the while they were working on a task (Runco, 2014). That is, we rarely can see a person’s thinking but rather simply a finished product that reflects the scaffolded thinking used to create the product (Sotiriadou & Hill, 2015). It may be useful to have assessments of varied levels and applications of thinking. They would provide a gauge for educators, and be useful in the practice of prompting learning (Harvey & Daniels, 2009; Tijaro-Rojas et al., 2016).

Runco (2014) demonstrated that it is through subconscious associations that learners shift their level of understanding, while thinking, from superficial representations (content knowledge) to complex representations and transfer. Once one has reached the more complex levels of thinking, genuine and lasting learning has occurred and independent transfer is possible in new and unknown situations ((Dagostino, Carifio, Bauer, Zhao, & Hashim, 2015). In this same vein of learning Argyris and Schon (1974)
identified single and double loop learning as components of their theory of action in which human beings are agents of change. Single loop learning identifies one’s decision to follow existing rules, while double loop learning (representative of middle levels of thinking in BRT) occurs when one adapts their thinking and generates ideas about the existing rules (Argyris & Schon, 1974). Triple loop learning takes thinking to the highest level of BRT (create) and occurs when one creates new rules based on what they have learned about a certain topic or situation (McNamara, 2006). This notion of transfer, of taking knowledge and applying it, is important because it is the ultimate assessment; do students use what they learn in situations outside of classrooms?

Transfer occurs when prior learning influences future performance (Clark, 2011). Varied levels of transfer have been noted: near, far, and further transfer. The degree is based on the connection and similarities between the knowledge and the situation in which one is trying to perform a task that requires that knowledge (Kaiser, Kaminski, & Foley, 2013). Brent (2011) asserted that after the transfer of knowledge has occurred, the new resulting knowledge has been transformed – the knowledge is now associated with the situation in which it is successfully helped solve the problem. A classroom focused on problem-based learning offers potential to observe stages of knowledge incorporation, transfer, and transformation through various instructional strategies (Panasan & Nuangchalerm, 2010; Tidwell, 2015). Having a learning environment and educator designing opportunities for transfer is helpful.

The Experiential Learning Theory popularized by Kolb (1984) identified a four-cycle learning process in which one associates concrete-abstract and reflective-active
dimensions of learning. This cycle of learning begins with an experience, followed by an assimilation of the new knowledge with old values to be reflected on and transferred from abstract thoughts to concrete associations (Kolb, 1984). To further understand the critical nature of transfer as an ultimate test for learning, we can examine the biological aspects of the physical learning process. Zull (2011), drawing from the prior works of Kolb’s Experiential Learning Theory, proposes that the brain physically changes as one learns though the process of what he call the Four Pillars: Gathering Information, Reflection, Creating, and Testing. Throughout this process Zull (2006) noted that in the early phases of learning one gathers data through sensory inputs and assigns a value to each gathered data point. The process through which the data moves from the sensory neocortex to the association regions Zull (2006) labels as the reflection phase. This is followed by the creation phase in which these new associations engage working memory to create new ideas or theories. The final pillar of testing engages the motor brain to transfer of the created theory from abstract to concrete through application to a new situation or challenge (Zull, 2011).

Indeed, according to Nokes (2009), there is a need for educators to provide learning experiences that include the meta-cognitive practice of transfer. Students must be explicitly taught how to become cognizant of opportunities in which they may transfer knowledge and have the skills to proceed. Ultimately, steps in the instructional process are needed during which transfer skills are explicitly taught and transfer itself is measured (Nokes, 2009). Gardner (2010) noted the importance of educational opportunities focused on the transformation of knowledge which foster growth in
citizenship and the development of social involvement. For students to reach their full potential in terms of transfer, research shows that they should be intrinsically motivated and acting on their volition. It is not enough to have instruction; students’ emotional state must be figured into the learning equation (Zull, 2006).

In the design of learning opportunities teachers could benefit from the implementation of a reliable, valid rubric for the assessment of student development of thinking capacity from the lowest observable levels to the highest observable or documentable levels. The BRT could be organized in a way that would potentially contribute to this type of scoring rubric as varied types of thinking can be categorized using verbs in each level of the BRT. Continuing to investigate the reliability and validity of current frameworks and processes for learning as well as ways that students thinking capacity can be documented would be a viable next step in the identification of such a generalizable tool.

**Learning Environment and Student Engagement**

Thinking is an internal process that we cannot see, so we must depend on models and research documenting best practices to encourage students to develop and practice higher quality thinking. In the process of learning, students filter through their personal knowledge base, experiences, and internal reactions. Through sound instructional practice students process new associations and genuine, transferable learning occurs (Spruce & Bol, 2015). Ultimately, based on the learned ability to think well, good thinkers develop original ideas and thoughts to help them solve future challenges (Halpern, 2013). Students must demonstrate thinking mastery on assessments and other learning tasks
regularly as designed, implemented, and monitored by a skilled educator (Tijaro-Rojas, Arce-Trigatti, Pascal, & Arce, 2016).

Documented evidence of students thinking as they progress towards learning should occur in a formative, ongoing thread focused on providing a gauge for educators and students through a multifaceted reflective cycle (Brookhart, 2013). The path of learning winds in many directions, and assessment is a necessary feedback loop to stay on the course toward the instructional objective (Haynes, Lisic, Goltz, Stein, & Harris, 2016). Collecting, organizing, and maintaining the scoring of writing assessments has been a long-standing challenge, but with new technology there are new opportunities as discussed below (Conley, 2015).

A project-based or problem based learning portfolio approach provides students with a software platform to complete activities and associated writing samples at various phases throughout a project timeline, thus providing necessary evidence of student thinking and learning. A digital portfolio system to track the problem based learning process, organizationally supports tracking and assessment of students development of thinking ability thus fostering the creation of new knowledge out of existing information (Fink, 2003). Educators can then score students’ work using a cognitive progression such as BRT to provide objective, structured feedback to track thinking through the varied demonstrations collected in a digital portfolio system.

Further examination of the development of an assessment tool to evaluate students HOTS an LOTS combined with a focus on learning environment and student engagement could guide educators towards the creation of enhanced, authentic learning
opportunities relevant to the skills necessary to compete in a global economy. Soft skills such as listening, collaboration, problem solving and reflection are highly relevant 21st Century Skills.

21st Century Learning

For lasting changes to occur in education, it is imperative that policymakers, administrators, and most importantly practitioners recognize necessary changes in learner expectations as well as the purpose of teaching; teaching students to think (Retna & Ng, 2016). The initial shift requires the transition from teacher as keeper of knowledge to the teacher in the role of facilitator and guide (Dolan & Collins, 2015; Shepard, 2000). Collet (2014) emphasized a balance between self-direction and expert mentoring as the key to successful learning. A key component to fostering genuine learning is learner participation with a classroom dynamic rooted in the value of developing thinking skills. Students in a reflexive and thought-based classroom are likely to own their learning processes, and emphasize questioning as a method of learning (Peen & Arshad, 2014). Student development of questioning techniques provides a method for motivating and engaging students in authentic concerns that they may have or passions they chose to pursue while promoting collaborative dialogue and other necessary 21st century skills (Rothstein & Santana, 2011). Beyond focusing on content as the only objective, the development of quality thinking is a higher educational objective and goal (Choudhury, Gouldsborough, & Shaw, 2015).

To engage students in 21st-century habits of learning content and thinking, the design and implementation of a problem-based learning program offers a combination of
the elements more supportive than traditional spoon-feeding of information. Within
science classrooms, the heuristic inquiry approach is used to learn concepts and skills
within the domain (Günel, Memis, & Büyükkasap, 2010; Lo, Larsen, & Yee, 2016). A
heuristic learned through discovery or inquiry provides improved understanding,
increased connections, and an increase in cognitive activity (Al-Fayez & Jubran, 2012).
In short, heuristics are common ways of thinking that can be applied, or transferred to
new situations.

Therefore, we need learning environments in which an educator designs
opportunities for students to engage in the active discovery of methods and heuristics of
thinking (Bezuidenhout & Alt, 2011). This type of learning design requires the use of
processes and instruments (such as the BRT rubric) for gauging thinking and student
growth towards independent near transfer (Anderson et al., 2001). Hong and Choi (2011)
examined the relationships and patterns occurring during reflective thinking of novice to
expertise in a field. Hong and Choi (2011) was working on developing a research-based
learning progression that students travel from novice to expert. The BRT rubric is a more
general progression from the novice level of remembering to the most expert level of
creating.

**HOTs and LOTs**

The development of HOTs is essential for students to reach their potential to
become effective, contributing members of society as adults. Developing the capacity to
solve everyday problems and establish solutions when faced with a challenge is not
something that is currently taught in traditional school systems. Traditional schooling
models primarily utilize the bottom levels of the BRT and fail to bridge the gap between
the concepts and content learned and the HOTs necessary to use them (Kaldor, 2018).

Scott (2017) delineates three main frameworks of 21st-century skills: 1) learning and
innovation skills, 2) life and career skills, and 3) information, media, and technology
skills of which HOTs are grouped under the learning and innovation skills. Additionally,
Ganapathy & Wai Kit (2017) supports that the focus of traditional school systems is the
reproduction of knowledge versus the manipulation transformation of information that
occurs when a student is working in the three upper levels of cognitive skills in the BRT:
analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. In order for there to be necessary change in the
national vision regarding these deficits, policymakers must acknowledge the failures of
the current system and must make adjustments that match the evolved expectations for
students in the 21st century competing for employment.

Recent research on the development and assessment of HOTs proposes the
engagement of students in their learning in active learning and student-centered ways.
Retnawati, Djidu, Kartianoml, Apino, and Anazifa (2018) discuss the element of synergy
between stakeholders in the pursuit of training teachers to train students in HOTs. To
effectively implement the development of HOTs, teachers, curricular updates, and the
continued development of teaching professionals must be at the forefront of this critical
implementation (Purnomo, 2017). Educators must consider current research and best
practice to guide the development of authentic learning opportunities.

Problem based learning, discovery learning, inquiry based learning, and any
model using contextualized problems will provide the necessary training experiences for
students through which they can develop HOTs (Gerard, Kihyun, McElhaney, Liu, Rafferty & Linn, 2016; Retnawati et al., 2018). Bartell (2013) proposes that teachers can achieve these types of experiences within their practice by playing an active role in planning, implementing, and evaluating HOTs oriented learning. A challenge in the implementation of HOTs based learning experiences is the misunderstandings that teacher generally have around the types of learning opportunities that could be used to train students for HOTs.

While teachers generally value HOTs as the skills students need to solve everyday problems, they are unable to articulate the steps of operational implementation of the necessary learning experiences (Jailani & Retnawati, 2016). According to Jailani and Retnawati (2016) teachers have identified methods for the assessment of HOTs such as contextual based essay prompts, but have not found the link between the measurement of HOTs using the BRT. They note HOTs as the top three categories: analysis, synthesis, and evaluation (Jailani & Retnawati, 2016). To move forward, educators must develop a clear understanding of HOTs and how to develop, implement, and assess HOTs in order to train students adequately.

**Assessment**

The absence of generalizable assessments that measure student thinking capacity is the problem within the field of education. On a large scale, assessment design does not indicate 21st century learning goals including thinking skills (Brown, 2016). Students must demonstrate competencies in critical thinking, problem solving, collaboration, and autonomous independent transfer of knowledge to exercise HOTs (Wagner, 2014).
Assessment data focused on thinking and learning must regularly be collected, must inform instruction, and must be pulled from a pool of success criteria universal to the learning community (Brookhart & Chen, 2015; Moss & Brookhart, 2009).

Fortunately, based on the deficits businesses and colleges have identified, the assessment of thinking has begun to surface in state standardized assessments. Such standardized assessment tools include PARCC and Smarter Balanced Assessments in the form of Performance-Based Assessment components (Benjamin et al., 2012; Herman, Linn, & Moss, 2013). Considering that large-scale testing corporations’ attention has begun to focus on this area of need, policy makers and stakeholders informing practice in the field have started to take notice (Cunningham & De Aquino, 2015).

This subjectivity inherent in assessment of written work manifests through practice in many ways. Hess, Jones, Carlock & Walkup (2009) noted the discrepancies in teacher scoring as they fall into old habits of scoring on academic enablers such as student past behaviors or achievements. For example, if a teacher scores an essay and the rubric is vague they are likely to factor in historical subjective observations and associations from interactions with the student in the past. Additionally, a student’s actual academic competence and habits may factor into what a teacher identifies or focuses on if, for example, the student is frequently late in turning in work. The attitude of the teacher may be less open to possibilities of the range of LOTS to HOTS in each student’s writing.

While a good deal of research is available related to classroom assessment, there is a gap in research around the documentation of student LOTS and HOTS (Wiggins &
McTighe, 1998). McMillan (2013) identified the need to develop principles of assessment that document student learning, addressing specifically the necessity for a supporting body of research on classroom assessment. Furthermore, Moss & Brookhart (2009) discuss the need for developing evidence of in-depth descriptions of how teachers summarize and document learning and how that learning progresses. In the 21st century, with the transformation in the contexts for assessment, Aagaard and Lund (2013) identified the lack of educator’s experience in how to assess collaborative and interactively constructed learning (p. 223).

There is a difference between design of learning questions and the assessment of the thinking generated from those questions. While there are structures in place, such as BRT, to guide the design of learning opportunities and questions that address higher order thinking, there is a breakdown in the assessment of the responses to the questions focused on higher order thinking (Vista, Care & Griffin, 2015). Bøhn (2018) discussed his research in which teachers are familiar with the assessment of the what (knowledge) but are unfamiliar with the how (cognition) which calls for the further development teachers to understand this difference and begin to develop assessment tools that evaluate student’s abilities to present their discoveries.

In the design of evaluation tools to use in a formative or summative manner, indicators must be identified for ideal student outcomes for specific tasks (ideally HOTs based opportunities) within a given discipline. For example, Atherton (2013) discuss the phases of learning using a Structure of Observed Learning Outcomes (SOLO) taxonomy, in which indicators are checked off as the students’ learning progresses through Piagetian
developmental phases beginning with the pre-structural through the extended abstract level in which students transfer from simple to complex applications. Raiyn and Tilchin (2016) propose a method for the adaptive complex assessment of HOTs through a problem base learning process. This is a three-stage assessment process that prompts the development of HOTs though each stage: 1) developing the HOTs, 2) developing the HOTs and collaborative skills, 3) assessment of the collaborative skills and construction of summative assessments of students (Raiyn & Tilchin, 2016). In addition to the PBL process which is student centered and adaptive in ways that allow for the development of students HOTs, researchers have also discussed the necessity of student engagement through choice and flexible assessments as methods through which students develop necessary HOTs.

Pretorius, van Mourik, & Barratt (2017) propose the development of flexible, student choice based assessment through which students are offered options and choose which to pursue. Biggs (2012) proposes that student engagement and buy in are considered central to effective educational practice. Authentic assessment task options presented to students allow them to see the transferability of skills being assessed to their future applications (Pretorius et al., 2017). When Pretorius et al. (2017) evaluated assessments based on both product-focused activities and process-focused activities, the assessment tools from the process focused (PBL type activities) were more effective in prompting deeper levels of (HOTs) thinking.

Through the careful examination of best practice in assessments and feedback regularly provided to students, educators can begin to address the gaps in practice of the
assessment of thinking. It is no longer an option to assess students using an unbalanced approach in which only LOTS are assessed using traditional standardized and summative measures. Educators must design learning opportunities that demonstrate students thinking capacity and their ability to apply what they have learning in a variety of setting and for a variety of purposes. These types of reflexive assessments and rubrics for the assessment of thinking can propel students to competencies in skills needed for the 21st Century and competition in a global economy (Jonsson, 2014).

Rubrics

The research on training teachers to use rubrics clearly demonstrates the need for comprehensive training in the use of rubrics to ensure the positive effects of rater reliability. Taylor and Galaczi (2011) discuss the need for comprehensive teacher training in rubrics based on the element of perception and the need to clarify evidence in student work when compared with rubric criteria. Often questioned in current research is how well teachers understand the constructs that are being assessed using a rubric and how this is an additional area in which teacher training is required when assessing students using criteria based rubrics (Yildiz, 2011). Bøhn (2018) holds that teachers as raters using rubrics effectively, can significantly impact student learning opportunities to establish genuine learning around HOTs.

The research is also clear on the importance of using rubrics. When comparing the benefits of rubrics to comprehensive graded category rating scales, Dogan and Uluman (2017) found that rubrics provide better access to consistent, genuine, formative assessment as a method of student feedback. Hassel (2015) found that measuring student
learning in a manner that provides clear criteria (a rubric) makes visible the measurement of student thinking and learning. While this more time consuming method of measurement is not without challenge, the tradeoff of effort is worthwhile as once the levels of expected proficiency have been delineated, genuine assessment of learning and progress can occur in an objective fashion.

The research is clear that rubrics can and should be used to measure HOTS. For example, Rembach and Dison (2016) studied the transformation of taxonomies into rubrics and demonstrated learning benefits in determining student’s cognitive capacity when faced with set tasks. Constructive alignments (CA) between course descriptions, learning objectives, teaching and learning, and assessment must be interrelated for deep learning to occur (Biggs & Tang, 2011). Furthermore, Rembach and Dison (2016) note the promotion of HOTs when teachers, scorers, and students, had access to rubrics all the time to use as a feedback tool to gauge progress.

Recommendations for Further Study

The research completed and the assumptions drawn from the data collected and analyzed in my study provides a starting point for the continued development of teacher’s awareness of HOTs and LOTs. Additionally, a critical component for future study is the implementation of continued professional development of teacher’s capacity for providing learning experiences in which students can develop these HOTs and the methods by which they evaluate student success. While my study built awareness and interest in the field around the use of the BRT as a reliable and valid rubric for scoring student writing to determine if learning and thinking are occurring, it is imperative that
future studies continue around the necessary steps for providing the training that teachers need to implement the BRT as a rubric for scoring levels of thinking.

Knowing that building teacher awareness of HOTs and LOTs and the BRT as well as student’s varied levels of thought will take sustained professional development opportunities, future research must continue around the most effective design to implement said training sessions. Once teachers have a firm understanding of the importance of HOTs and LOTs and the scaffolded implementations necessary for students to develop these skills, the focus must shift to the development of a BRT based rubric and sustained and evaluated professional development opportunities for teachers to practice implementation and use of the rubric to score writing for thinking.

Conclusions

The goal of this study was to fill a gap in educator practice for scoring student writing to include levels of student thinking using the BRT rubric. There is a risk when proposing a study that it is not grounded in familiarity or common practice, such as evaluating student thinking levels. The risk is that the study could be rejected by the participants. This risk was mitigated in two important ways. First, the development of higher order thinking skills is an espoused value of the involved schools. Second, the value is also an educational goal that is highly supported by the teachers who work at the schools. Teachers, however, would like to know that such evaluations are reliable and valid, and that desire reflects the purpose of this study. Teachers want to be able to evaluate how well their students are thinking. Teachers want to prepare students for success in the 21st century global economy. In an effort to continue this exploration to
determine a reliable and valid scoring tool for students thinking, it would be greatly appreciated if you would respond to the evaluation link accompanying the white paper in its original email body. The short, voluntary evaluation questions ask a) if you have any clarifying questions about the use of the BRT and the accompanying verb list as a scoring rubric for evaluating students level of thinking in writing, b) any suggestions you can make that would improve the BRT as a rubric for scoring student thinking through writing.


Appendix B: Levels of Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy

Levels of Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy

6 Creating
5 Evaluating
4 Analyzing
3 Applying
2 Understanding
1 Remembering

Appendix C: Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy (249 Action Verbs)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knowledge</th>
<th>Understand</th>
<th>Apply</th>
<th>Analyze</th>
<th>Evaluate</th>
<th>Create</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>define</td>
<td>explain</td>
<td>solve</td>
<td>compare</td>
<td>reframe</td>
<td>design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>identify</td>
<td>describe</td>
<td>apply</td>
<td>classify</td>
<td>criticize</td>
<td>compose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>describe</td>
<td>interpret</td>
<td>illustrate</td>
<td>contrast</td>
<td>evaluate</td>
<td>create</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>label</td>
<td>paraphrase</td>
<td>modify</td>
<td>distinguish</td>
<td>order</td>
<td>plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>list</td>
<td>summarize</td>
<td>use</td>
<td>infer</td>
<td>appraise</td>
<td>combine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>name</td>
<td>classify</td>
<td>calculate</td>
<td>separate</td>
<td>judge</td>
<td>formulate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>state</td>
<td>compare</td>
<td>change</td>
<td>explain</td>
<td>support</td>
<td>invent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>match</td>
<td>differentiate</td>
<td>choose</td>
<td>select</td>
<td>compare</td>
<td>hypothesize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recognize</td>
<td>discuss</td>
<td>demonstrate</td>
<td>categorize</td>
<td>decide</td>
<td>substitute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>select</td>
<td>distinguish</td>
<td>discover</td>
<td>connect</td>
<td>discriminate</td>
<td>write</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>examine</td>
<td>extend</td>
<td>experiment</td>
<td>differentiate</td>
<td>recommend</td>
<td>complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>locate</td>
<td>predict</td>
<td>relate</td>
<td>discriminate</td>
<td>summarize</td>
<td>construct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>memorize</td>
<td>associate</td>
<td>show</td>
<td>divide</td>
<td>assess</td>
<td>develop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quote</td>
<td>contrast</td>
<td>sketch</td>
<td>order</td>
<td>choose</td>
<td>generalize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recall</td>
<td>convert</td>
<td>complete</td>
<td>point-out</td>
<td>convince</td>
<td>integrate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reproduce</td>
<td>demonstrate</td>
<td>construct</td>
<td>prioritize</td>
<td>defend</td>
<td>modify</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tabulate</td>
<td>estimate</td>
<td>dramatize</td>
<td>subdivide</td>
<td>estimate</td>
<td>organize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tell</td>
<td>express</td>
<td>interpret</td>
<td>survey</td>
<td>find errors</td>
<td>prepare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>copy</td>
<td>identify</td>
<td>manipulate</td>
<td>advertise</td>
<td>grade</td>
<td>produce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discover</td>
<td>indicate</td>
<td>paint</td>
<td>appraise</td>
<td>measure</td>
<td>rearrange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>duplicate</td>
<td>infer</td>
<td>prepare</td>
<td>break down</td>
<td>predict</td>
<td>rewrite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enumerate</td>
<td>relate</td>
<td>produce</td>
<td>calculate</td>
<td>rank</td>
<td>role-play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>listen</td>
<td>restate</td>
<td>report</td>
<td>conclude</td>
<td>score</td>
<td>adapt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>observe</td>
<td>select</td>
<td>teach</td>
<td>correlate</td>
<td>select</td>
<td>anticipate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>omit</td>
<td>translate</td>
<td>act</td>
<td>critique</td>
<td>test</td>
<td>arrange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read</td>
<td>ask</td>
<td>administrator</td>
<td>deduce</td>
<td>argue</td>
<td>assemble</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recite</td>
<td>cite</td>
<td>articulate</td>
<td>device</td>
<td>correlate</td>
<td>choose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>record</td>
<td>discover</td>
<td>chart</td>
<td>diagram</td>
<td>consider</td>
<td>collaborate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>repeat</td>
<td>generalize</td>
<td>collect</td>
<td>dissect</td>
<td>critique</td>
<td>collect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recall</td>
<td>give examples</td>
<td>compute</td>
<td>estimate</td>
<td>debate</td>
<td>device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>visualize</td>
<td>group</td>
<td>determine</td>
<td>evaluate</td>
<td>distinguish</td>
<td>express</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>illustrate</td>
<td>develop</td>
<td>experiment</td>
<td>editorialize</td>
<td>facilitate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>judge</td>
<td>employ</td>
<td>focus</td>
<td>justify</td>
<td>imagine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>observe</td>
<td>establish</td>
<td>illustrate</td>
<td>persuade</td>
<td>infer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>order</td>
<td>examine</td>
<td>organize</td>
<td>rate</td>
<td>intervene</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>report</td>
<td>explain</td>
<td>outline</td>
<td>weigh</td>
<td>justify</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>represent</td>
<td>interview</td>
<td>plan</td>
<td>make</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>research</td>
<td>judge</td>
<td>question</td>
<td>manage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>review</td>
<td>list</td>
<td>test</td>
<td>negotiate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rewrite</td>
<td>operate</td>
<td>originate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>show</td>
<td>practice</td>
<td>propose</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trace</td>
<td>predict</td>
<td>reorganize</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transform</td>
<td>record</td>
<td>report</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>schedule</td>
<td>simulate</td>
<td>revise</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>simulate</td>
<td>transfer</td>
<td>schematize</td>
<td>simulate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>write</td>
<td>solve</td>
<td>speculate</td>
<td>structure</td>
<td>support</td>
<td>test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>organize</td>
<td>originate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. From “249 Taxonomy Verbs for Critical Thinking,” by Teach Thought Staff, 2017

Dear Potential Participant,

I hope you are having a lovely academic school year! I have been attempting to get outside and enjoy the beautiful weather while simultaneously working on my doctoral research study. As a fellow educator, I truly value your commitment and dedication to the field and also want to honor your time and commitments. If you feel it will not be a burden, I am asking that you read through my research consent form in this email. If after reading through the information related to my research study and you would like to volunteer to participate in the study please follow the directions to give consent.

The study has been approved by Walden University.

Thank you very much for your time and consideration!

Sincerely,

Siri DeForest Reynolds
### Appendix E: Participant Agenda

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:00am</td>
<td>Check-in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:05am</td>
<td>Review agenda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:10am</td>
<td>Begin Training Session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15am</td>
<td>Overview of Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy (BRT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- listing key components/levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- brief review of Bloom’s Taxonomy and the transition to BRT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:20am</td>
<td>Overview of BRT Scoring Sheet &amp; the sheet of 249 verbs similar to the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BRT levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:25am</td>
<td>Sorting exercise 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exercise instructions: “Please sort and arrange in order the sentence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>strips in envelope #1 according the level of BRT you feel they best</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>align with”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:35am</td>
<td>Sorting exercise 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exercise instructions: “Please sort and arrange in order the sentence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>strips in envelope #2 according the level of BRT you feel they best</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>align with”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45am</td>
<td>Scoring warm up 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exercise instructions: “Read over the BRT, look at the verbs. Next,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>read the whole text, then re-read and integrate BRT levels, for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>further clarification read through the BRT 249 verbs, you can be</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>flexible, this is the suggestion for scoring.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*There is no one right way to use these tools for scoring writing, you</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>should feel free to mark up your hard copies while processing which</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>level to input into the GoogleSheet as a BRT level score for that</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>writing sample.*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Please use the BRT Scoring Sheet to score the writing sample in envelope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#3”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:55am</td>
<td>Questions session regarding procedures for coding student writing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00am</td>
<td>Scoring session begins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Once the coding session begins I am unable to answer questions regarding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the coding process or any of the student writing samples. From this</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>point forward I will ensure that there is not talking or communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>between participants, will remind them of break and refreshment times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>throughout the coding session.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Breaks will occur every hour and will include snacks and drinks as well</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>as a lunch break during which sandwiches, fruit and drinks will be</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>served.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00-3:00</td>
<td>Scoring of writing samples</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Upon the completion of the scoring of each writing sample, each participant will receive their $20 Starbucks gift card and will be dismissed.
Data Collection Training Reflection

Upon gathering in the conference room and commencing the session, I reviewed the agenda. The tone of the group was inquisitive and prepared to engage. The study participants did not ask questions during the review of the agenda. After reviewing the agenda I passed out a sample of the BRT scoring sheet and the 249 verbs associated with the BRT. I shared with the group the process through which Krathwohl initiated the revision of the BRT to include the create level of thinking. A participant asked at this time asked if there were any known methods for scoring student writing for levels of thinking at which I reiterated the purpose of the study to help contribute to the field in this manner. Speaking directly to the purpose of examining student thinking and how it develops over time rather than focusing on the regurgitation of the content as a method of evaluating student learning and academic capacity. After this discussion and the group spent about 10 minutes reviewing the BRT overview as well the associated verbs. Once the group determined they did not need any further clarification, we began the first training exercise.

The group began sorting the sentence strips according to the BRT levels to which they most closely associated. They generally determined the same levels without speaking which seemed promising. After I determined the group had completed the first training exercise I moved the group on the second training exercise. The participants associated these sentence strips less closely to each others results. Hindsight shows the writing samples likely influenced the ability of the participants to associate sentences
with the levels of the BRT. At this time a participant asked why the verbs in the BRT levels were repeated. The discussion between the participants drew attention to the application of the verb in each level. For example the verb, evaluate was listed in three categories and in each the participants identified a manner in which evaluation would be appropriate.

After completing the second exercise, the group moved to the scoring the writing sample section of the training. A participant asked at this time if they were looking for the highest possible level of the BRT attained in the writing of the sample. Using the BRT verbs each participant spent time looking back and forth between the verbs and the writing sample. At this time, I reiterated the fact there is no correct way of scoring these writing samples using the BRT and that this study will provide insight into the examination for the reliability and validity of using the BRT as a scoring tool.
Appendix G: Permission Letter from Global Citizen

Re: Contact form on GDCF Website

Ross from Global Digital Citizen Foundation <ross.crockett@global-digit
citizen-foundation.intercom-mail.com>
Fri, 3/3/2017 4:11 PM
siridestroye@waldenu.edu

Hi Siri! Not a problem at all—all we ask is for proper attribution and a link back to the original resource. That's all; thanks for reaching out and asking. All the best!

... Ross from Global Digital Citizen Foundation

On Fri, Mar 3, 2017 at 02:37 PM, "Siri Reynolds" <siri.deforestrey@waldenu.edu> wrote:
From: Siri Reynolds <siri.deforestrey@waldenu.edu>
9703903220

Message Body:
Hi! I am currently working on my project study proposal with Walden University as a doctoral candidate in the area of Teacher Leadership. I am writing to request permission to use a table I generated based on the structure of your Bloom's digital taxonomy verbs list (including the Iots and hots scale) to score student writing samples. The title of my proposal is: Examining the Validity and Reliability of Bloom's Revised Taxonomy as a Rubric.

Please advise if you will grant me this permission for my research study.

Thank you very much for your time and consideration.

Best,
Siri Reynolds
Re: permission request for my Doctoral Study

Terry Heick <terryheick@gmail.com>

Today, 11:22 AM
Siri DeForest Reynolds

On Tue, Sep 19, 2017 at 1:10 PM Siri DeForest Reynolds <siri.deforestreynolds@waldenu.edu> wrote:

Hello Terry,

I had recently reached out to you regarding the use and citing of the BRT 249 Verbs List on the TeachThought website. After forwarding your response to my IRB at Walden, they asked if I could reach out again and have you state that you give my permission use a table I generated based on the structure of your Bloom's Digital Taxonomy Verb List to score student writing samples in my study. Teach Thought would be cited as the owner of the BRT Verb List from which the table was generated.

They are asking that you respond 'Yes' or 'No'. I apologize for reaching out again after you kindly agreed earlier, but the IRB is insistent on a 'Yes' or 'No' answer.

Thank you very much for your time (again).

Best,
Siri Reynolds